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EXAMPLE OF INPUT. 
EXAMPLE OF OUTPUT 
REFEl{ENCE 
SUMMARY 
The computer code PROCOPE, written in Fortran 11 for the IBM 70!)0, 
evaluates directional collision probabilitie·s (normal and reduced) in pin clusters 















I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
PROCOPE may be used for fuel clusters of any 
geometrical configuration, provided the number of pins 
does not exceed 61, and for square or triangular lattices. 
In order to restrict, as far as possible, the quantity of 
input data - such as coordinates of pin centres referred 
to the centre of the cluster - several particular geometries, 
4,7,12,19,31,37 pin clusters, have been directly incorpor-
a.ted in the code. For 19 and 37-rod clusters, two geometries, 
hexagonal and circular, are considered, as well as the case 
of Dc ~ Dc2 (see Figs. 1-13). 
The numerical designation of the fuel pencils 
(see Figs. 1-9) increases in a clockwise direction from 
the external annulus to the centre of the cluster. For the 
lattice, the system of numeration is shown in Figs. 12-13. 
From inspection of the configurations given 
special treatment, it becomes immediately evident that not 
all possible combinations of two rodlets need be considered 
individually, since some degree of symmetry exists in every 
geometry included in the code. For this reason, provision 
was made for the construction of a matrix of groups of symmetry. 
To each combination of two' rodlets a number is assigned which 
is repeated for every pair·placed in a geometrically similar 
position. For instance, in the case of the 19-rod cluster 
in circular geometry it is obvious that the pair 2~6 is in 
exactly the same conditions as the pair 12-4, and therefore 
belongs to the same group of symmetry, as do the combinations 
1-9, 8-12, etc. It now becomes a simple matter for the code 
to identify every separate group of symmetry and all calcu-
lations from this point on will be made only for pairs of rods 
placed in geometrically different positions (see example out-
put). 
For configurations not specifically included in the 
code (that is to say NC = 10,11 - see input data and Figs. 10, 
11), the rodlet coordinates and the matrix of groups of symmetry 
cannot be calculated and constructed by the code and therefore 
must be supplied as input data. 
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In this case the rodlet coordinates and the matrix 
of symmetry will be printed as output. The matrix is 
entered row by row assigning number 1 to the group of 
symmetry of which rod pair 1-2 is a member, and proceeding 
in increasing order to the total number of groups, which must 
never exceed 300. In the matrix, the position corresponding 
to the rodlet paired with itself (e.g. 2-2, 25-25, etc.) are 
numbered O (zero) (see example output). 
II. CODE LANGUAGE 
The code PROCOPE written in Fortran II, version 3, 
can be run on a normal IBM 1090 with a 32,000-word memory. 
It requires the use of eight magnetic tapes divided into 
two channels, following the Fortran-Monitor 7090 system. 
III. INPUT DATA 
The input data for all the cases is as follows: 



































Any alpha-numerical information referring 
to the case being studied 
Geometrical configuration number, that is: 
NC=l: cluster 4 fuel pencils 
2: " 7 " " 
3: " 12 " " 
4: " 19 " " (hexagonal geometry) 
5: " 19 " " (circular " ) 
6: " 19 " " (circular II 
7: " 31 " 







" 37 " 





" (hexagonal geometry) 
" (circular " ) 
identical £uel pencils 
various " " 
Number of Gaussian integration points 
(with 1 or 2 points the calculation is already 
accurate enough in most cases) 
NG=l: cladding homogenized with fuel 
2: " " " coolant 
(or moderator) 
NP=l: total and directional collision on prob-
abilities will be calculated (normal and 
reduced) 
2: total collision probabilities only calcu-
lation (normal and reduced) 
NTC=l: accurate calculation of Pij 
2: approximate " 11 " 
NS=l: uniform source distribution in fuel 
2: non- 11niform " 11 " 11 
Number of fuel pencils (to be supplied only 
if NC=l0,11) 
Radius of fuel pencil 
Format 
























r 1 (cm) 
C(cm) 





























NC=l: distance between centre of the fuel 
pencils and centre of the cluster 
NC>l: centre-to-centre distance of neighbouring 
pencils 
Radius of the cluster 
NC=6 only: distance between centre of the fuel 
pencils in external ring and centre 
of the cluster 
Total fuel cross-section 
Total cladding cross-section 
Total coolant or moderator (for lattice) cross-
section 
Source factor 
Accuracy desired for P in a lattice uu 
Coordinates of fuel pencil centres with respect 
to centre of cluster or a lattice 
MSI(I,J) Matrix of groups of symmetry: row by row: 












For the different values of NC the input data must be introduced in the following order: 
NC = l,2,3,4,S,7,8,9: 
NC = 6 
NC = 10 
NC = 11 
NC = 12,13 












AP(l) ,D(l) ,R(l) ,c 
and foll. 
SP (1) ,SCL (1) ,SPC, [FI (1) 
(general descr.iption) 
(reometrical data) 
i NS=l] or (FI(I) ,I=l,NB if NS=2J (nuclear data) 












AP (1) ,D(l) ,R(l) ,C,R(2) 
and foll. SP(l),SCL(l) ,SPC,[FI(l) if NS=l] or [FI(I),I=l,NB if NS=2] 























































AP (1) ,D (1) ,R(l) ,C 
SP(l) ,SCL(l),SPC,[FI(l) if NS=l] or [FI(I),I=l,NB if NS=2J 
[X (I) ;I=l,NB] 
[Y(I),I-1,NB] 
[MSI(I,J),J=l,ND,I=l,NB] new card beginning new line of the matrix 




[D(I) II ] 
[SP(I) II J 
[ SCL (I) II J 
C,SPC,[FI(l) if NS=l] or [FI(I),I=l,NB if NS=2J [X(I) ,I=l,NBJ 
[Y(I) " J 
[MSI(I,J) ,J=l,NB,I=l,NBJ as for NC=lO 
TITLE(I) 
NC,NII,NG,NP,NTC 
AP(l) ,D(l) ,R(l) ,EPS 
SP(l),SCL(l) ,SPC 
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If it is desired to solve two or more consecutive 
problems, two cases must be distinguished: 
1) The data are very or completely different from the input 
data of the previous problem, add: 
a) a blank card 
b) the appropriate input cards for the following problem. 
2) The data do not differ greatly: to the input data of the 
previous problem, add: 
a) a card with the data numbers that are to be changed 
in increasing order (format for every data number: 
xxxxx). Then it is possible to change a maximum of 
14 data 
b) cards with the data that are to be changed,with the 
same format and distribution as above (title, general 
description, geometrical data, nuclear data, etc.) 
Examples: col. 5 1c, 15 20 25 
card a 1 3 4 11 12 
" b TITLE(I) 
" bl NII ,NG 
II b2 R(l) ,C 
col. 5 10 15 20 
card a 2 14 19 20 
" b NC 
" bl SP (1) or [SP(I),I=l,NB] if NC=ll 
II b2 [X(I) ,I=l,NBJ 
II b3 [Y (I), I=l ,NBj 
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IV. LIMITATIONS 
a) The number of fuel pencils must be comprised between 1 and 61. 
b) The maximum number of groups of synunetry must be 300. 
c) It is not possible to give an arbitrary configuration in 
the case of the lattice. 
V. EXECUTION TIME 





Cluster geometry with exact calculation of P ..• 
l.J 
Cluster geometry with approximate calculation of P ..• 
l.J 
Lattice geometry. 
Obviously the execution time depends both on the 
number of integration points for each integral and the number 
of groups of symmetry. For the configurations numbered 1-9, 
the groups of symmetry are: 











The following approximate relationship may be used to estimate 
the execution time: 
Total coll. prob. only calc. 5 • NGS • NII 2 = TIME (sec) 
Total and directional coll. prob. calc. 20 • NGS• NII 2 = TIME(sec) 
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Case b) 
As for case a), but the execution time is now 
given by: 
Total coll. prob. only calc. 3 • NGS • NII 2 = TIME(sec) 
Total and directional coll. prob. calc. 8 • NGS • tUI 2 = TIME (sec) 
Case c) 
The execution time will depend on the number of rods 
which need be considered for a given accuracy. It will thus 
vary significantly with the geometrical and nuclear properties. 
As an indication, the execution time for the case given as an 
input-output example was found to be- 15". 
VI. COMPOSITION OF PROGRAMME DECK 












The input data are read in and printed, 
the constants defined, the results 
printed and the calls for calculation 
are made in this section of the code 
Calculation of pin centre coordinates 
with respect to the centre of the 
cluster 
Construction of the matrix of the 
groups of symmetry 
Displacement of indices for the sub-
routine SIMM 
Calculation, for every pin, of the 
cylindrical coordinates with respect 
to the centre of the cluster 
Calculation of the arctang in the 
four quadrants 
Print the* beside the data changed in 
the successive cases 
Print of the numerical configuration of 
the fuel pencils 

































Calculation of pin centre coordinates 
with respect to centre of pin 1 and 
other initialization in the cases of 
the lattices 
Iterative calculation of probabilities 
for the lattices 
Calculation of probabilities P. "k 
11 and p .. k 11 
Calculation of probabilities P. "k 
d 1) an P· "k 
. 1) 
Approximative calculation of prob-
abilities P. "k and p. "k 1) 1) 
Vector construction for parabolic 
interpolation 
Parabolic interpolation 
Elliptical integration in PIJAP 
Calculation of Ki 3 approximate 
Calculation of K. exactly in 
Calculation of the variable for 
Gaussian integration 
Calculation of the integral with 
Gaussian method 
Calculation of probabilities Puuk 
and Puuk for lattices only 
Calculation of probabilities Pcuk 
and p k CU 
Calculation of probabilities P 
ssk 
and p k SS 
Calculation of probabilities P. k 
1S 
Calculation of probabilities P 
usk 
Calculation of probabilities Puuk 
for clusters only 
Calculation of probabilities P. k 
1C and p. k 1C 




































Calculation of probabilities p cik 
and Pcik 
Calculation of probabilities p csk 
Calculation of probabilities p cck 
and Peck 
Print all probabilities 
Bessel functions 
Input, output, elementary functions 
Total number of cells occupied 



















Numerical configuration of the fuel pencils 
Geometrical data 
Nuclear data 
Matrix of groups of symmetry (only if NC = 10,11) 
Detailed probabilities P. 'k'P. 'k'P. k always 11 1) 15 
and P. k'p 'k only if SPS ~ 0 1C C1 
Balance sheet: Puuk'Pcuk'Puck'Pcck'Pusk'Pcsk' 
Pssk 
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VIII. FLOW CHAIIT DEFINE CONSTANTS 
READ DATA 
Subr. CORD CALC. X(J) , Y{I) READ 
SIMM, SPOST DEFINE MSl(J,J) X(I), V(I) , MSl(I ,J) 
CALC. 
RIEMU, TANG CYLINDRICAL COOR. 
WRITE ~TA 






CALC. VOLUMES AN.D CROSS S. 
CLADDING - COOLANT OR MOD. 
CALC. VOLUMES AND CROSS SECT. 
II RES 
PRES , PIIK , ere 
CA L C. X(I) ; Y(I) 
AND INITIALIS. 
Puu = Pii 
I = 1 





Subr. PIJK, PIJKAP, CONST, GABIN , FEDIC, B1C3AP 





PSSK , BIC3AP , BIC GAUSSt GAUSS2 
PIIK , BIC 
PIJ K , PIJ KAP , CONST , GABIN , FEDIC 




'i'ik ' 'Piik ' Pj·k ''Pl'k 
" 
























fliu k • Fl:u k 
> 11 
WRITE 
Puck , Peck 












THAT ARE TO BE 
CHANGED 
IX. PROGRAMME LISTING 









COLLISION PRCBABILITIES IN PIN CLUSTERS OR INFINITE LATTICES 
CIMENSIONS PROC0005 
PROC0006 
DIMENSION AP(61) AP2(61) AR(6) Al(l2) A2(11) A3(10),BR{6) B1(12l,BPROC0007 
12(11),B3(10),CR(6},C1(12l,cc(12),C3(1~)1D(6ll,0ANU{80),0R(4),EMU(6PROC0008 













2,B1,Bl,B3,Ct,CC,L3,PII 1 PIIR,PIIZ,PPII,PPIIR,PPIIZ,PIJ,PIJR1PI~Z,PPPROC0021 3IJ,PPIJR,PPIJZ,PIS,PISK,PISZ,PIC,PICR,PICZ,PPIC,PPICR,PPICL,PCI,PCPROC0022 
4IR,PCIZ,PPCI,PPCIR,PPCil,YAP,YFI,YSP PROC0023 










































































































































































C (9)=24 160269 
C1(10l=13.864375 
C1(11)=4o6767040 





























































































A2(11 )=0000000018 PROC0162 
Al (1 )=Oo PROC0163 
A1(2)=lo PROCOl64 
A1(3)=0o PROC0165 
81(4)=0008333333 PROCO 166. 








Al(l )=l.57079633 PROC0175 ,_. 
Al(2)=-loll593151 PP,OCO 176 c.o 
A1(3)=0o PROC0177 





Alt9)=0o P~.0(01 ~~ 
A1(10)=-0o00000174 PROC0184 
Al( 11) =O o PROC0185 
A1(12)=-0.000C0003 PROC0186 
C PROC0187 






DO 1 87 I= 1 , 61 PROC0194 
187 NIW( [)=I PROC0195 
DO 237 I=l,14 PROC0196 
237 NON( I )=0 PROC0197 
C PROC0198 
C READ AND WRITE DATA Pfl.OC0199 
C PROC020C 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,5 PROC0201 
5 FOR~AT (1Hl,57X,15H• CCR EURATO~ •/50X,31H• REACTOR PHYSICS DEPARTPROC0202 
lEMENT •/50X,31H• REACTOR THEORY AND ANALYSIS •//44X,43H•*********•PROC0203 
2********************************1lI4X, lH«- ,4 l X, 1H*/44X, lH•, 1 SX, 1 lll* PROC020l.J. 3PROCOPE •,15X,1H•/44X,43H• COLLISION PRORABILITlES IN PIN CLUSTERSPROC0205 
4 •/44X,1h•,10X,20HOR INFINITE LATTICESl11X,lH•/44X 1 1H•,41X 1 1H•/44XPROC0206 5 1H•,3X,35Hle AMYOT(EURATOM) - Po RENO ST(CEA),3X, tH•/44X, 1H•,11X,PROC0207 
6,8HCe DAOLIO(EURATOM),12X,1H•/44X,1ll•,41X,1H•/44X,1H•,13X,14HSEPTEPROC0?.0B 
7MBER 1966,14X,lH•/44X, H•,41X,1H•/44X,43H*************************PROC0209 
8•*****************11/J PROC0210 236 READ INPUT TAPE 5,6,(TITLE(I),I=l,12) PROC0211 
6 FORMAT (12A6) PROC0212 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 17,(TITLF.(ll,I=l,12) PROC0213 7 FORMAT (lHO 2X 12A6J PROC0214 
IF(NCN(l))1~2,~40,241 PROC0215 
241 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,51 PROC0216 
51 FORMAT (1H+,1H•) PROC0217 
GO TO 238 PP,OC02 l 8 
240 READ INPUT TAPE 5,1,NC,~~II,NG,NP,NTC,~JS,NA PP.OC0219 
1 FOR~AT ( 1415) PROC0220 
.285 GO TO (106,107,108,109,109,109,110,111,111,114,114,113,138),NC PROC0?21 
106 NB=4 PROC0222 
GO TO 114 PROC0223 
107 NB=7 PROC0224 
GO TO 114 PP,OC022S 
108 NB=12 PROC0226 
GO TC 114 P~OC0227 
109 NA=19 P~OC0228 
GO TC 114 P~OC0229 
110 NB=31 PR.OC0230 
GO TO 114 PROC0231 
111 NB=37 PROC0232 
GO TO 114 Pl{OC02~3 
113 NB=56 PROC0734 
GO TC 114 PROC0?35 
138 NB=55 PROC0236 
114 IF{~C-12)14~,143,143 PROCOZ37 
142 EN=N B PROCO;' 38 
143 IF(NDN(l))l02 1 206 1 238 PROC0239 286 IF(NC-11)141,115 141 PROC024(1 
141 READ INPUT TAPE ~12,t\P(l),D(l),R{l),CUAT,CIN PROC0241 2 FORMAT {e(EBo4,1X) PROC0242 GO TO (112,112,112,112,112,136,112,112,112,11~,102,166,166),NC PROC0243 
112 C=QUAT . PROC0244 
GO TC 167 P1<.0CO?l~!:i 
136 C=QUAT PROC02~6 
R(2)=CIN PP.OC0247 
GO TO 167 PROC0248 




GO TO 167 
115 READ INPLT TAPE 5,2 1 (AP(I),I=l,~B) IF(NDN( 1)) 102,253,2j8 
253 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2,(D(I),I=l,~R) 
IF{NCN(l))l02,264,238 
264 READ INPUT TAPE 5,21CSP(I),I=l,NB) 
IF{NDNC 1)) 102,265,258 
265 READ INPUT TAPE 5,21CSCLtI),I=l,NB) 
IF(NCN( 1)) 102, 167,2_j8 
167 IF(\JS-1) 102,145,146 
145 NFI=l 
GO TC 116 
146 NFI=NB 
116 IF(NC-11)117,160,160 
117 NFN= NF I +3 
GO TC 168 
160 NFN=NFI+2 
168 IFCNCN{1))102,308,268 
308 READ INPUT TAPE S12 1 <DANU(I>,I=l,NFN) IFCNC-11)119,169, llY 
119 SP(l)=OANU(l1 
SCL< 1) =DANU( 2) 
SPC=CANU{3) 
GO TO 170 
169 C-=OANUC 1) 
SPC= DANU ( 2) 
170 IF(NC-11)1711171,121 
171 DO 173 I=l,N~I 
I I = \J F N- N F I + I 
173 FI(I)=DANUCII) 
IF{NC-10)144,161,161 
144 CALL CORC(NC,R) 
GO TO 165 
161 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2 1 (XCI),I=1,NB) IF(NON( 1)) 102,280,2'.58 
280 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2,CY(I),I=l,NB) 
IF(NDN( 1)) 102,281,238 
281 DO 137 I=l,NB 
137 READ INPUT TAPE 5,1,(MSI(I,K),K:1,NR) 
IF(NCN(l))l02,165,238 
165 CALL Sl~~(NB,NC) 
CALL RIE~UCNB,NCl 
121 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 613,NC 3 FORMAT (1H ,///1X,2~H1) GE~ERAL DESCRIPTI0N///4X,34•tGEOMETRICAL 
lNFIGURATION NU~BER =,14) CALL ASTER{NC,NS,2) 


















PROC0266 pr,oc 026 7 
PROC02M~ 
PP.OC0?69 
































WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 8 NG 
8 FORMAT (1H ,3X,30HHbMbGENIZATION OF THE CLAOOING,3X,1H=,14) 
CALL ASTER(NC.NS 4) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAP~ 6,9,NP 
9 FORMAT (1H ,3X,30HTYPES OF COLLl9o PROBo CALCUL?,3X,1H=I4) 
CALL ASTER(NC,NS,5) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,10,NTC 
10 FORMAT (1H ,3X,26HCALCULATI0N METHOD FOR PIJ,7X,1H=,I4) 
CALL ASTER(NC NS,6) 
IF(NC-12)289,,74 174 
289 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,111NS 
11 FORMAT (1H ,3X,19HSOUR~E D1STRIBUTION,14X,1H=,I4) 
CALL ASTER(NC,NS,7) 
IF(NC-10)174, 75 175 
175 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 12 NB 
12 FORMAT (1H l3X,22HNOMBER OF FUEL PENC1LS,11X,1H=,I4) 
CALL ASTER NC,NS,8) 



















13 FORMAT (1H ,///4X,4~HNU~ERICAL CONFIGURATION OF THE FUEL 
1 //) PENCILS//PROC031R 
CALL NUMBER(NC) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,14 
14 FORMAT (1H1,19H2) GEOMETRICAL DATA///) 
IF(NC-11)170,177,176 
176 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,15,AP(l) 
15 FORMAT (1H ,3X,18HRAOIUS FUEL PENCIL,15X,1H=,F10o6) 
CALL ASTER(NC NS,9) 
WRITE OUTPUT fAPE 6,16 0(1) 
16 FQR~AT (lH ,3X,lqHCLA06tNG THICKNESS,15X,1H=,Fl0o6) 
CALL ASTER(NC1NS110) 
IF(NC-l) 102,290,L()l 
290 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,52,R(l) 
52 FORMAT (lH ,3X,28HD1STANCE FRO~ CENTER CLUSTER,SX,1H=,F10o6) 
GO TO 292 
291 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,17 R(l) 
17 FORMAT (lH ,3X,24HD1ST.!/\JCE BETWEEN CE!\JTERS,9X,1H=,F10o6) 
292 CALL ASTER(NC NS 11) 
GO TO ( l 8 l, l 8', 181, 181, 181, 1 B3, l 81, 181, 181,181,102, 184, 184 >, ~JC 
181 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE b,20,C 
20 FORMAT ( lH , 3X,21HRADIUS OF THE CLUSTER, 12X, 1H-=,F10o6l 
CALL ASTER(NC 1 NS,12) IF(NC-l0l18S, 179,178 





























WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,26 
26 FOR'1AT ( lHO) 










180 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,19,I 1 X(I),Y(I) 19 FORMAT (lH ,3X,I2,4F10.41 




183 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,22,R(2} 





































GO TO 181 
177 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 21 





WRITE OUTPUT TAPt 6,26 
DO 182 I=l,NB 
182 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,19,I,AP(I),D(I),X{I),Y(I) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,26 
GO TO 181 
178 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 24 





GO TO 190 
188 NBWW=NB 
190 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,25t{NIW( I),I=N8W,NBWW) 
25 FORMAT (1H ,//4X,5HROD~ ,3713) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,26 . 
DO 191 I= 1, NB 
191 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,27LIL(MSI(I,J),J=NBW,NBWW) 
27 FORMAT (1H i3X,I3L2Xt3rI5) 
IF(NBWW-NB) 192, 19.:5, 1'13 
192 NBW=NBW+37 
GO TO 188 
193 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,28 
28 FORMAT (. lH 1) 
GO TO 185 . 
184 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,23,EPS 
23 FORMAT {lH ,3X,24HACCURACY DESIRED FOR PUU,9X,1H=,1PE10o2) 
CALL ASTER(NC NS,18) 








29 FORMAT (1H 1///lX11~H3) NUCLEAR DATA///) 
IF(NC-11)19~,195,194 
195 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 30 
















00 196 l=l,NB 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,311I,SP(Il,SCL(I) 
FORMAT (1H ,3X,I2,1P3E13.4) 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,26 
GO TO 197 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,32,SP{l) 






WRITE OUTPUT fAPE 6,33,SCL{ll 



















WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 34,SPC 
FORMAT (1H ,3X,29HTOTAL MODERATOR CROSS SECTION,3X,1H=,1PE12o4) CALL ASTERlNC,NS,16) 




PROC0415 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,35,SPC 




PROC0419 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 361FI{l) 
FORMAT (1H ,3X,14HS0UR~E UNIFORM,18X,1H=,1PE12o4l CALL ASTER(NC,NS,17) 




WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,37 
FORMAT (1H ,//4X,29HSOURCES FOR EVERY FUEL 
CALL ASTER(NCfNSL17) WRITE OUTPUT. APt 6,26 
DO 202 I=l ,NB . 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,31,I,Fl(Il 







00 122 I=l NB 
YAP( I l=AP( f) 
Yfl( ll=F I( I) 
YSP( I l=SP( I l 
APO= ( A P ( I ) + D ( I ) ) * * 2 
VP=PIG•AP(Il••2 
VCL=PIG•APD-VP 



































GO TO 126 PROC0451 
124 IF{NC-11)127 1 128,129 PROC0452 127 VPC=PIG•{C••~-EN•APO) PROC0453 
GO TO 130 PROC0454 
128 AO=AO+APC PROC0455 
SV=SV+SCL{I)•VCL PROC0456 
PV=PV+VCL PROC0457 
GO TO 122 PROC0458 
129 Vl=VP+VCL PROC0459 VG=VP PROC0460 
126 R12=R(1)••2 PROC0461 
IF(NC-12)102,131,132 PROC0462 
131 VPC=R12-V1 PROC0463 
GO TO 133 PROC0464 
132 VPC=0.86603•R12-V1 PROC0465 
133 CALL RES(NC,R{l}) PROC0466 
IF(NG-1)102,162,134 PROC0467 
162 VM=VPC PROC0468 
GO TO 139 PROC0469 
134 EN=lo PROC0470 
VM=VPC+VCL PROC0471 
130 SPC=(SPC•VPC+EN•SCL(l)•VCL)/(VPC+EN•VCL) PROC0472 
GO TO 139 PROC0473 
122 CONTINUE PROC0474 
IF(NG-1)102,147 135 PROC0475 
135 VPC=PIG•(C••2-AD) PROC0476 
SPC=(SPC•VPC+SV)/{VPC+PV) PROC0477 
GO TO 147 PROC0478 
139 IF(NB-1)102,147,163 PROC0479 
163 DO 140 1=2,NB PROC0480 
AP{I)=AP(lJ PROC0481 
140 SP{I)=SP(l) PROC0482 
147 00 148 1=1 NB PROC0483 AP2(I)=APCf>••2 PROC0484 
148 ETA(Il=AP(l)•SP(I) PROC0485 
IF(NC-121149 150,150 PROC0486 




GO TO 203 PROC0491 
149 IF(NS-1)102,151,152 PROC0492 
151 IF(NB-1)102,152,164 PROC0493 
164 00 153 1=2,NB PROC0494 
153 FI(I}=FIClJ PROC0495 















155 SA=O• PROC0510 
. DO 157 1=1 NB PROC0511 





156 CALL PS5KtC 1 NB 1 NP 1 PSS,PSSR,PSSZ,SPC> PROC0517 CALL PIIK(Ntl,NL,NP) PROC051B 
CALL PIJK(JR,NB,NC,NGS,NII,NP,NTC,SPC) PROC0519 
NBW=NB PROC0520 
NBWW=NB PROC0521 
203 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,38 PROC0522 





640HPIN-TO-PIN COLLISION PROBABILITIES (PIJl//l PROC0529 
DO 204 1=1,NBW- PROC0530 
00 205 J=1 NBWW PROC0531 
IF(NC-111266,206,207 PROC0532 
206 NGS=MSI(I,J) PROC0533 
JJ=J PROC0534 
GO TO 208 PROC0535 
207 NGS= J-1 PROCOS 36 
JJ=NBWG(J} PROC0537 
208 IF(I-J)209 1 210 1 209 PROC0538 210 IF{NP-1)10L,21~,219 PROC0539 
219 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,43 I JJ,NGS PII(I) PPII(I) PROC0540 
43 FORMAT (1H ,5X 1 12 1 6X,I~,fX,I2,16X,1H-,l2X,1H-,5X,1PE13o4,12X,1H-,lPROC0541 12X,1H-15X,1PE1~o4J PROC0542 
GO TO LOS PROC0543 
218 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,39,I,JJ,NCS,PIIR{I),PIIZ(I),Pil(I),PPIIR(l},PPPROC0544 
1IIZCI),PPll(ll PROC0545 
39 FORMAT (1H ,5X,I2,6X,I2,7X,I2,3X,1P3El3o4,5X,1P3El3o4l PROC0546 
GO TO 205 PROC054 7 
209 IF(PIJ(NGS)l295,296,297 PROC0548 
295 PIJ(NGS)=O. PROC0549 
N) 
0) 





297 IF{NP-1)102,220,221 PROC0555 
221 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,43,I,JJ,NGS,PIJ(NGS),PPIJ(NGS) PROC0556 
GO TO 205 PROC0557 
220 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,39,I,JJ,NGS,PIJR{NGS),PIJZ(NGS),PIJCNGS),PPIJRPROC0558 
l{NGS),PPIJZ(NGS),PPIJ{NGS} PROC0559 
205 CONTINUE PROC0560 
204 CONTINUE PROC0561 
IF(NC-11)211,211,212 PP.OC0562 
211 CALL PISKCC,N8,NI1,NP SPC) PROC0563 
CALL PUSK(FM,NB,NP,PUS,PUSR,PUSZ} PROC0564 
CALL PUUKG(ESSA 1 FM,NB,NP,PPUU,PPUUR,PPUUZ,PUU,PUUR,PUUZ) PROC0565 IF(SPC)217,217, 103 PROC0566 





















GO TO L30 PROC0588 
103 CALL PICK(AC,NB,NP,SPC) PROC0589 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 40 PROC0590 
40 FORMAT {lH ,///1X,4~HFUEL-COOLANT COLLISION PROAAijlLITIES (PIC)//)PROC0591 
00 213 1=1 NB PROC0592 
IF{NPS(l)),0212131214 PROC0593 
214 IF(NP-1)102,2L2,2L3 . PROC0594 
223 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 44 I PIC(Il PPIC(I) PROC0595 44 FORMAT {1H ,SX,12,l~X,}(12X,1H-J,SX,1PE13o4,2(12X,1H-),5X,1PE13.4)PROC0596 
GO TO 213 PROC0597 




41 FORMAT (lH ,SX,I2,15X,2(5X,1P3E13.4)} PROC0600 
213 CONTINUE PROC0601 
CALL PCIK(NB,NP,SAP,SCS) PROC0602 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6142 PROC0603 
42 FORMAT (lH ,///1X,4LHCOOLANT-FUEL COLLISION PROBABILITIES {PCI)//)PROC0604 
DO 215 1=1 NB PROC0605 
IFlNPS(I)),0212151216 PROC0606 
216 IF(NP-1)102,2z4,2z5 PROC0607 
225 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,44,I,PCI{l),PPCI{ll PROC0608 
GO TO 215 . PROC0609 
224 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,41,I,PCIR(I),PCIZ(I),PCI(Il,PPCIR(I),PPCIZ{I),PROC0610 
lPPCI(I} PROC0611 
215 CONTINUE PROC0612 
CALL PCSKtC1CSS,NB,NP,PCS PCSR,PCSZ,PSS,PSSR,PSSZ,SAP) PROC0613 
CALL PCUK{E~SA,NB,NC,NP,PfU,PCUR,PCUZ,PPCU,PPCUR,PPCUZ,PUU,PUUR,PUPROC0614 
1UZ,SPC1VG}VM) PROC0615 CALL P~CK AC,NP,PUC,PUCR,PUCZ,PUS,PUSR,PUSZ,PUU,PUUR,PUUZ,PPUC,PPUPROC0616 
lCR,PPUCZ,SPCJ . PROC0617 
CALL PCCK(AC,NP,PCC,PCCR,PCCZ,PCS,PCSR,PCSZ,PCU,PCUR,PCUZ,PPCC,PPCPROC0618 
lCR,PPCCZ,SPCJ PROC0619 
230 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 50 PROC0620 
50 FORMAT (1H ,///1X,62HESCAPE PROBABILITY FROM CLUSTER FOR NEUTRO~ BPROC0621 
lORN IN FUEL {PIS)//) PROC0622 
DO 226 1=1 NB PROC0623 
IFtNPS(I}l,02,226,227 PROC0624 
227 IF(PIS(Il}311,312,313 PROC0625 
311 PIS( Il=Oo PROC0626 
312 PISR{I)=Oo PROC0627 
PISZ(I)=O. PROC0628 
313 IF(NP-1)102,293,294 PROC0629 
293 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,41,I,PISR{l),PISZ(I),PIS{I) PROC0630 
GO TO 226 PROC063 l 
294 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 53 I PIS{I) PROC0632 
53 FORMAT (1H ,5X,I2,1~X,~(\2X,1H-},5X,1PE13o4) P~OC0633 226 CONTINUE . PROC0634 
212 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,45 PROC0635 
45 FORMAT (1Hl,l6H5) BALANCE SHEET/////4X,32HFATE OF NEUTRONS BORN INPROC0636 
l CLUSTER//// 2X,l3HS0URCE MEDIUM,26X,4HFUEL,39X,7HCOOLANT/12X,105HPROC0637 2=========-===============-=================================== ====PROC0638 3=======================================/25X,2(13X,6HRA0IAL,7X;5~1AXPROC0639 
4IAL,8X,5HTOTAL)/29X1 2(6X,38H--------------------------------------PROC0640 5)///20X,20HNORMAL PK0AARILITIES//12X,17HCOLLISI0N IN FUEL,3X) PROC0641 
CALL WRITE(NP 1 PUUR 1 PUUZ,PUU,PCUR,PCUZ,PCU) PROC0642 IF{NC-11)228,L28,2L9 PROC0643 
228 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,46 PROC0644 
46 FORMAT {1H ,11X,20HCOLLISI0N IN COOLANT) PROC0645 
CALL WRITE(NP,PUCR,PUCZ,PUC,PCCR,PCCZ,PCC) PROC0646 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,54 PP-OC0647 
54 FORMAT (1H ,11X,19HESCAPE FROM CLUSTER,lX) PROC0648 
CALL WRITE(NP,PUSR,PUSZ,PUS,PCSR,PCSZ,PCS} PROC0649 
N) 
0:, 
229 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 47 PROC0650 
47 FORMAT (lH ,///20X,~1HREDUCED PRORABILITIES//l2X,17HC0LLISI0N IN ~PROC0651 
1UEL,3X) PROC0652 
CALL WRITE{NP1PPUUR1PPUUZ,PPUU,PPCUR,PPCUZ,PPCU) PROC0&53 
IF(NC-11)233,L33,28r PROC0654 
233 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,46 PROC0655 
CALL WRITE{NP,PPUCR,PPUCZ,PPUC,PPCCK,PPCCZ,PPCC) PROC0656 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,48 PROC0657 
48 FORMAT (lH ,////4X,46HTRANSMISSI0N PROBABILITY THROUGH CLUSTER (PSPROC0658 
1S)//) PROC0659 
IF(NP-1)102,231,232 PROC0660 
231 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 1 55,PSSR,PSSZ,PSS PROC0661 55 FORMAT (1H ,32X,1P3t13.4) PROC0662 
GO TO 287 PROC0663 
232 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 56 PSS PROC0664 
56 FORMAT (1H ,27X,2{1~X,,H-),5X,1PE13o4) PROC0665 
287 DO 288 I=l1NB PROC06i6 
AP(I}=YAP{1) PROC0667 
FIII)=YFI(I) PROC0668 
2~8 SP(I)=YSP(I) PROC0669 
SPC=YSPC PROC0670 
READ INPUT TAPE 5,1 1 (NDN(I),I=1,14) PROC0671 IF(NDN{1)}102,234,255 PROC0672 
234 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,28 PROC0673 
GO TO 236 PROC0674 
235 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,49 PROC0675 
49 FORMAT (1H1,64HALL INPUT DATA AS IN PREVIOUS PROBLEM EXCEPT THOSE PROC0676 






283 L=NDN(M) PROC0684 
IF(L)102 238,239 PROC0685 
239 GO TO (236i242,242 1 242 1 242,242,242,242,250,250,250,250,250,279,279PROC068t 1{267l26712~011o1 1 2ti0,2til),L PROC0687 242 Ffl )10~,26u,261 PROC0688 
260 READ INPUT TAPE 5,1,(INT{Il,I=M,8) PROC0689 
LI=l PROC0690 
261 GO TO (102,243,244,245,246,247,248,241),L PROC0691 
243 NC=INT(M) PROC0692 
GO TO 285 PROC0693 
244 NII=INT(~) PROC0694 
GO TO 238 PROC0695 
245 NG=INT(Ml PROC0696 
GO TO 238 PROC0697 
246 NP=INT(M) PROC0698 
GO TO 238 PROC0699 
[\;) 
co 
247 NTC=INT(~) PROC0700 
GO TO 238 PROC0701 248 NS=INT(M) PROC0702 
GO TO 238 PROC0703 
249 NB=INT(M) PROC0704 
EN=NB PROC0705 
GO TO 238 PROC0706 
250 IF(NC-11l252g266A252 PROC0707 
252 IF,LFL)102,2 2,2 3 PROC0708 
262 MM=M+5 PROC07C9 
READ INPUT TAPE 5,2,(0ANU(l),I=M,MM) PROC0710 
LFL= 1 PROC0711 
263 K=L-8 PROC07 l 2 
GO TO (254,255,256,257,258,102,102,102,102,25Q),K PROC07l3 254 AP(l)=OANU M) PROC0714 
GO TO 238 PROC0715 255 O(l)=OANU(M) PROC0716 GO TO 238 PROC0717 256 R(l)=DANU(M) PROC0718 
GO TO 238 PROC0719 257 C=DANU(Ml PROC0720 
IF{~C-11)238,299,238 PROC0721 
·299 NOPF I=NDPF I+ PROC0722 
GO TO 238 PROC0723 258 R(2)=DANU(M) PROC0724 
GO TO 238 PROC0725 v,J 259 EPS=DANU{M) PROC0726 0 
GO TO 238 PROC0727 
266 K=L-8 PROC0728 
GO TO (115625~g102g267,102,264,265l,K PROC0729 267 IF(LFL11l1 2,1 7,2 9 PROC0730 
268 IF(NC-11)300,301,302 PROC0731 
300 00 303 1=14, 6 PROC0732 
DO 304 K11= 14 PROC0733 
IF(I-NON(K11ll304,305,304 PROC0734 
305 NDPFl=NDPFI+l PROC0735 
304 CONTINUE PROC0736 
303 CONTINUE PROC0737 
310 MM=M+NFl+NDPFI PROC0738 
GO TO 306 PROC0739 
301 1=16 PROC0740 
00 307 Kll=~ 14 PROC0741 IF(I-NDN(K1 })307,309,307 PROC0742 
309 NDPFI=NDPFI+1 PROC0743 
307 CONTINUE PROC0744 
GO TO 310 PROC0745 
302 MM=M+3 PROC0746 
306 READ INPUT TAPE 5,2,(DANU(Il,I=~,MM) PROC0747 
LFL11=1 PROC074.9 
269 IF(NC-11)270,271,270 P~OC0749 
271 K=L-11 PROC0750 
GO TO (257,102,102,102,274,275),K PROC0751 
270 K=L-13 , PROC0752 
GO TO (272,273,274,275},K PROC0753 
272 SP(l}=DANU M) PROC07 Sl~ 
GO TO 238 PROC0755 
273 SCLC 1 )=OANU(Ml PR.OC0756 
GO TO 238 PROC0757 
274 SPC=DANU(M} PR.OC07S.g 
GO TO 138 PROC0759 275 IF{NS- )102,276,277 PROC0760 
276 FI(1 )=DANU(Ml PROC0761 
GO TO 238 PROC0762 
277 MMM=M PROC0763 
DO 278 I=l,NB PROC0764 
FI(I l=DANU(MMM) PROC0765 
278 t,,MM=P'MM+l PROC0766 
GO TO 238 PROC0767 
279 IF(NC-11)267;266}267 PROC0768 
238 IF(M-14)282,~98, 02 PROC076G 
282 M=M+l PROC0770 
GO TO 283 PROC0771 
298 GO TO (144,144,144,144,144,144,144,144,144,165,165,121,121),NC P~OC0772 
102 CALL EXIT PROC0773 
END PROC0774 
* LABEL w CCORD CORD 001 I--' 
SUBROUTINE CORC(NC,Rl CORO 002 
DIMENSION CUM~Y(4),R(2),X(61),Y(61) CORD 003 
COMMON DUM~Y X,Y CORD 004 
GO TO (100 4161}102,101,101,101,101,101,101),NC CORD 005 100 OC=R(l}•lo 142 36 CORD 006 
GO TO 103 CORD 007 
101 DC=R ( 1l CORD 009 
ROC=SQRTF(DC••2-(DC/2o>••2) CORO 009 
GO TO 104 CORO 010 
102 DC=R(l)•l.7320508 CORO 011 
104 GO TO (1035103,105,105,106,103,105,105,106),NC CORO 012 105 DC1S=DC•1. CORD 013 
IF(~C-3)103,103,107 CO~D 014 
107 OC2=CC•2• CORD 015 
RDC2=RDC*2o CORD 016 
IF~NC-4)103,103,108 CORD 017 
108 DC 5=DC•2.S CORD 018 
ROC3=ROC•3o CORD 019 
GO TC 103 CORD 020 
106 DCU=DC*1o3660254 CORO 021 
DCD=CC•l.8660254 CORO 022 
103 OCD2=0C/2o CORD 023 
GO TO (109,110,111,110,110,111,111,111,111),NC CORD C?.4 
109 X(l>=OCD2 CORD 025 X(2)=X{1) CORD 026 X { 3) =-X ( 1) CORD 027 
X(4)=-X(1) CORD 028 
Y(1)=X(1) CORO 029 
Y{2)=X(3) CORD (,30 
Y(3)=X(3) CORD 031 
Y(4l=X(1) CORD 032 
GO TO 112 CORO 033 
110 I=l CORD 034 
111 GO TO (112,113,114,115,116,117,118,119,120),NC C0RO (', 3.S 
113 X ( Il =O. CORD 036 
X(l+ll=RCC C0RO C37 
X(I+2)=XC1+1) CORD 038 
X( 1+3)=0. CORD 039 
X ( I + 4 ) =- X ( I + 2 l CORD 040 
X( I+S)=X( 1+4} CORD 041 
X(l+6}=0. CORD 04?. 
Ytll=DC CORD 043 
Y(l+1)=DCD2 CORD 044 
Y(I+2)=-Y{l+ll CORD 045 
Y ( I+ 3 l =- Y ( I ) CORO n46 
Y(I+ll)=Y(I+2) CORD 047 
Y{I+Sl=Y(I+l) CORO 048 
Y(I+6)=0o CORD 049 
GO TO 112 CORD 050 c,:) 
114 X ( 1) =DCD2 CORD 051 tv 
X(3)=0Cl5 CORD .052 
X(4)=0C CORD C53 
X(Sl=O. CORD 054 
X ( 6 l =- X ( 4 ) CORD 055 
X(7)=-X(3) CORO C56 
X ( 9) =- X ( l ) CORD OS7 
X(jl)=X(l) CORO C58 
Y { ) =R .( l ) * 2o 5 CORO OS9 
Y( )=R(l) CORD 060 
Y ( 3 ) =-R ( 1 ) / 2 o CORD 061 
Y(4)=-R( 1l•2o CORD (62 
Y(5)=Yl4) CORD 063 
Y{6)=Yl4) CORO (64 
Y(7)=Y(3) CORO 065 
Y(8)=Y(2) COR.D C: 66 
Y{9)=Y{1) CORD iJ67 
Y(10)=Y(2) CORO 069 
Y(1l)=Y(3) CORD 069 
Y ( 12 ) =Y ( 3) CORD 070 
GO TO 121 CORD 071 
115 X(ll=Oo Cf'JRO 072 
X(l+l)=RCC CORD C73 
X( 1+2)=RCC2 CORO 074 
X( 1+3)=X( 1+2) CORD C75 CORD 076 X(I+4)=X(I+2) 
CORD 077 X( I+S)=X( I+ll CORO C78 X(I+6)=0• 
CORD 07G X ( I+ l O ) =- X ( I+ 2 ) 
CORD 080 X ( I + 1 l ) =- X ( I + 1 ) CORO L'81 Y(l)=OC2 CORO OR2 Y(I+l)=OC15 CORO (103 Y(I+2)=DC 
CORD 084 Y(l+3}=0o 
CORD 085 Y( 1+4)=-Y( 1+2) CORD Ci/16 Y ( I+ 5) =-Y ( I+ 1 ) 
CORD 087 Y(l+9)=0o 
CORD G8B Y( 1+10)-=Y( 1+2) CORO. 0'39 Y(I+ll)=Y( I+l) 
CORO 090 GO TO 122 
CORO 091 116 X( I) =DCD2 
CORD C92 X( I+ 1 J=DCU 
CORD 093 X(I+2)=DCC 
CORO 094 X(I+4}=XCI+1) CORD ('95 X(I+S)=X(I) 
CO~D 096 X{ 1+6 )=-X( I) 
CORD 097 X ( I+ 10) =-X ( I+ 1 ) 
CORO 098 X ( I+ 11 } = X ( I +6} CORD ':.;99 Y( I) =X( 1+2) 
CORD 100 c,:, Y(I+l)=X(I+l) CORO 101 c,:, Y(I+2)=X(I) 
CORD 1 O? Y( 1+3)-=X( 1+6) 
CORD 103 Y(I+4)=X(I+10) 
CORD 104 Y(I+S)=-Y(I) 
CORD 105 YCl+9)=Y(l+2) 
CORD 106 Y ( I+ 10) =Y { I+ 1 ) 
CORD 107 Y(I+ll)=Y(l) 
r:n ~D l 08 122 X1I+3)=X(l+2) 
r '': D 1 09 X ( I+ 7) =-X ( I+ 1 ) 
c:>1:, 11 o X(I+8)=-X(l+2) 
r-_ ,·: F D 1 l l X( 1+9)=X·( 1+8) 
CGRD 112 Y ( I+ 6) =-Y ( I ) 
CORD 113 Y { I+ 7 l =-Y ( I + 1 ) CORD 114 Y(l+8)=-Y(l+2) 
CORD 115 IF(l-1)1121123§124 CORO 116 124 IF{NC-7)11 ,13 ,136 
CORD 117 135 1=25 CORD 118 GO TO 113 CORD 119 136 !o3lo 113 CORO 120 CORD 121 117 PIG12=3o1415926/12e CORO 122 X{1)=R{2)•SINF(PIG12, 
CORO 123 X(2}=R(2)•0o70710678 
CORD 124 X{3}=R(2)•C0SF(PIG12) 
Y(ll=X(3) CORD 125 Y(2)=X{2) CORD 126 
Y(3)=Xl1) CORD 127 
GO TO 121 CORO 12R 
118 X(l)=RDC CORD 1?..9 
X(2)=RDC2 CORO 130 
X(3)=ROC3 CORD 131 
Y{1)=DC25 C0RD 132 
Y(2)=DC2 CORD 133 
Y(3)=DC02 CORO l 7-4 
GO TO 121 CORD 135 
119 X(2)=ROC CORD 17.6 
X(3)=RDC2 CORO l !,7 
X{4)=RDC3 CORD 138 X(5)=X(4} CORD 1 ·39 
X(6)=X(4) CORD 14-Cl 
X ( 14 ) =- X ( 4 ) CORD 14 1 
X(l5)=X(!4) C:lRD 14?. Y( )=DC* • CORD 143 
Y(2)=DC25 corrn 144 
Y(3)=DC2 CORD 145 
Y(4)=0C15 CORO 146 
GO TO 121 CORD 147 
120 X(3)=DCO CORD 148 
Xt4)=DC*2.3660254 CORD 14<> 
X(5l=DC*2o8660254 CORD 150 w X(6)=X(5) CORO 151 ~ 
X(14)=-X\5l CORO 152 X(lS)=X{ 4) CORD 153 
Y(1)=DC+2e*ROC CORD 154 
Y(2)=Yl1} CORO 155 
Y(3)=DC*2e2320508 CORO 156 
Y(4)=DCU CORD 157 
121 GO TO {112,112,125,112,112,126,126,125,125),NC CORD 158 
125 X(lO)=Oo CORD 159 
IF(NC-8)128,127,128 CORD 160 
128 X(2)=DC CORD 161 
GO TO 127 CORO 162 
126 X(4)=X(3) CORD 163 
Xl5)=X(2) CORO 164 
X(6)=X(1) CORO 165 
X(7)=-X(1) CORD 166 X(9)=-X(3) CORD 167 
X(10)=X(9l CORO 16R 
Y(4)~-Y(3) CORD 169 
Y(5l=-Y(2) CORD 170 
Y(6}=-Y(l) CORD 171 
Y(7)=Y(6) CORO 172 
















X ( 12 ) =- X ( 1 ) 






X ( 13 ) =- X ( 4 ) 
X(16)=X(13) 
X(17)=X(12) 






Y( 10 )=-Y( 1) 










IFCNC-7)12!,123,133 I= 13 
GO TO 134 
1=19 
GO TO {112,112,112,113,113,113,115,115,116),~C RETURN 
ENO 
CORO 175 









CORD 1 i35 
CORO 1 rJ6 
CORD l 87 
CORO U33 
CORD 1~9 











CORD 2C• 3 
CORD ?(H-1 






C n RD 2. 11 
C:lRD 212 




SIMM SUBROUTINE SIMMCNA,NCJ ~ 
DIMENSION DUMMY{564),FILL(24A),FILL1(122l,I(l9),MSI(61,61),N(4),NPSI~M 
1 S ( 61 ) SI ~M COMMON FlllfMSILFILLl,~PS,DUMMY,I,N SIMM 
IFP~C-10)23 ,23ts,238 SI\IM 
DO 239 L=l,NB SIMM 
NPS(L}=l SI~•.~ GO TO 113 SIMM 








(i i c, 
CJ.:) 
CJl 
240 NPS\Ll=O SIMM 011 NR= SIMM 012 
NG=l SIMM 013 
I ( 1l =O SIMM 014 
GO TO (100,100,101,102,102,102,103,l04,104),NC SIMM 015 
100 N ( 1 l = 1 SIMM 016 N(3)=1 SIMM 017 
1(2)=1 SIMM ClP, 
I( 3 l =2 SIMM t19 
IF(~C-1)105,105,106 SIMM 020 
105 Nt2l=4 SI MM (; 21 
N(4)=4 SIMM 022 
1(4)=1 SIMM 023 NPS(1)==4 SIMM C24 
GO TO 107 SIMM 025 
106 N(2)=6 SIMM tJ26 
N(4)=6 SIMM 027 
1(4)=3 SIMM 028 1(5)::2 SlMM 029 
1(6)=1 SIMM C30 NPS( 1) ::6 SIMM 031 
NPS{7)=1 SIMM 0:,2 
GO TO 107 SIMM ('33 
101 N(ll=lO SIMM v34 N(2)=12 SIMM 035 
N(3)=10 SIMM 036 c.,,:) 
N(4)-=12 S 1 MM •., 37 en 
1(2)=6 SI._,M 03R 
1(3)=6 SIMM C39 
NPS( 1 )=6 SIMM 040 
NPS(2)-=3 SI MM O'-! 1 
NPS( 10)=3 SIMM 042 
GO TO 107 SIMM 043 
102 N(1)=13 SIMM ,:,44 
N(2l=18 SIMM C45 
N(3)=13 SIMM C46 
N(4)=18 SIM~J. 047 
!\JPS( 13)=6 SI MM 1;48 
NPS( 19)=1 SIMM 049 
IF(NC-51108,109,110 SI MM (150 
108 1(2)=7 SI MM : 51 
1(3)=8 SI~M (,52 
I ( 41=10 SIMM C:53 
1(5)=8 SIMM OS4 
I( 6 l =7 SIMM C:,5 
NPS( 1) =6 SIMM 056 
NPSt2)=6 SIMM 057 
GO TO 107 SIMM OSR 
109 1(2)-=11 SIMM 059 
1(3)=19 SIMM 060 
SIMM 061 1(4)=20 SIM~ 062 1(5)=19 SIMM 063 1{6)=11 SIMM 064 NPS(1)=12 SIMM fJ65 GO TO 107 SIIJlM 066 110 I(2)=25 SI MM C•6 7 1(3)=26 SIMM Ol,9 1(4)=27 SIMM 069 1(5)=26 SIMM 070 I(6)=25 SIMM 071 NPS(1)=12 SIMM C7?. GO TO 107 SIMM 073 103 N( 1>=25 $P1M C74 N(2)=30 
SI MM <\75 N(3)=25 SIMM fJ76 N(4}=30 SIMM 077 1(2)=11 SIMM 078 1(3)=1~ SI W1 079 1(4)= SIMM 080 1(5)=12 SIMM 081 1(6)=11 SI ~'1M 082 NPS( 1)=12 SIMM 083 NPSf 13)=6 SIM"l 084 NPS( 14)=6 SIMM 085 NPS(25)=6 SIMM 086 c.v NPS{31)=1 SIMM OR7 -.J GO TO 107 SIMM 08B 104 N(l)i31 SIMM 089 N(2)=36 SIMM 090 N(3)=31 SIMM 091 N(4l=36 SIMM 092 NPS( 1)=6 SIMM 093 NPS(2)=12 SIMM 094 NPS( 31l=6 SIMM 095 NPS( 37)":'1 . SIMM 096 IF(NC-8)111,111,112 SIMM 097 111 I(2)=10 SIMM 098 1(3)=11 SlMM 099 1(4)=16 
SIMM 100 1(5)=11 SI MM 101 I{6),::1Q 









GO TO ( 113 , 11 4 , l 1 5, 116, l 16, 116, 1 l 6 • l 16 , 116 ) , :,JC 
NG=2 





l F ( N C-5} 12 0, 1 2 1, 122 
I ( 1) =7 
I ( 2} =7 



































I ( 12-) = 19 
GO TO 123 
N(1)=13 
N(2)=24 

















































1 1 1 
1 1 ?. 
113 
114 




, 1 Q 
120 














l 7 c:: I J 
l ,; 6 
l 7, 7 












1 :, () 
151 
, c; 2 







1 f, () 
N(3)=25 SI MM 161 
~(4)=30 SIMM 162 
1(1)=11 SI MM 163 
!(2)=11 SIMM 164 
1(3)=12 SI~M 165 
1(4)=19 SIM~1 166 
1(5)=13 SI MM 167 
1(6)=13 SI MM 1613 
1 (7) =20 S P1M 160 
I{8)=l3 SIM~ 170 1(9)= 3 SI MM 171 
1(10)=19 S P1M 17 2 
1(11)=12 SIMM 173 
1(12)=11 SI "1M 17 4 
CALL SPOST{NR,NG) SIMM 175 
N(1l=l SIMM 176 
N(2)=12 SIMM 177' 
N(3)=25 SIMM 178 
N(4)=30 SIMM 179 
1(1)=12 SIMM 180 
1(2)=19 SI MM 181 
1(3)=13 SIMM 182 
1(4)=20 SI MM 18 '3 
1(5)=21 SI MM 184 
1(6) =14 SIMM 185 
1(7}=14 SI MM 186 w 
1(8)=21 SI MM 187 co 
1(9)=20 SIMM 188 
1(10)=13 SIMM 189 
!(11)=1<) S P1M 190 
1(12)=12 SI MM 191 
GO TO 123 SIMM 19?. 
119 N(1)=19 SI MM 193 
N(2)=30 SIMM 194 
N(3)=31 SI MM 195 
N(4)=36 SI MM 196 
IFINC-8)124,124,125 SIMM 197 
124 1(1>=10 SIMM 198 
1(2)=10 SIMM 199 
1(3)=11 SIMM 200 
1(4)=16 SIMM 201 
1(5)=12 Sim~ 202 1(6)= 2 SIW1 203 
1(7)=18 SIMM 204 
I(8)=12 SIMM 20S 
1(9)=12 SIMM 206 
1(10)=16 SIMM 207 
!(11)=11 SIMM 208 
!(12)=10 SIMM 209 0 TO 123 SIMM 210 
125 I( 1>=1 
I( 2) =36 SIMM 211 
1(3)=21 SIMM 212 
I-<4)=16 SI MM 21 !, 
I( 5) =70 SIMM 214 
I(6)=34 SIMM 215 
1(7)=34 SIMM 216 
1(8)=70 SIMM 217 
1(9)=16 SIMM 21~ 
1(10)=21 SIMM 219 
1(11)=36 SIMM 220 
1(12)=1 SIMM 211 
123 CALL SPOST(NR,NG) SIMM 222 
llS ~~!~C-8)126,1 5,115 SIMM 223 SIMM 224 
N(l)=l SIMM 225 
127 
IFtNC-8)127,128,128 SIMM 226 
Nf2l=9 
SIMM 227 
N 3)=10 SIMM 228 
N(4)=12 SIMM 229 
1(1)=6 SIMM 230 
1(2)=6 SI MM 2 31 
1(3)=5 SIMM 232 
1(4)=7 SIMM 233 
I(5)=5 SIMM 234 
I( 6 > =7 SIMM 235 
1(7)=5 SIMM 236 IP-
1(8)=6 SIMM 237 
I< 9) =6 SIMM 238 
0 
GO TO 129 SIMM 239 
128 N(2)=18 SIMM 240 
N(3)=31 SIMM 241 




1(2)=11 SIMM 245 
1(3)=16 SIMM 246 1(4)= 2 SIMM 247 
1(5)=12 SIMM 248 
1(6)=18 SIMM 249 
I ( 7t =4 SIMM 250 
1(8)=13 SIMM 251 
I( 9) =4 SIMM 2:.2 
1(10)=17 SIMM 253 
1(11)=4 SIMM 2S4 
1(12)=13 SIMM 255 
1(13):4 SIM'-1 256 
1(14)=18 SIMM 257 
I(l5)=12 SIMM 258 










































129 CALL SPOST(NR~NG) 
SIMM 281 

























































1(6}=17 SI MM 3 11 GO TO 139 SIMM 312 134 N(1}=25 SIMM 313 
N(2}=30 SIMM 314 
N(3)=13 SI MM ?, 15 
N(4)=24 SIMM 316 
I(1)=11 SIMM 317 
1(2)=12 SIMM 31B I(3)= 3 SIMM 319 1(4)=20 SIMM 32.0 I(5)=13 SI MM 3 ':'. l 1(6)=12 SIMM 322 
GO TO 139 SIMM 323 135 N( 1)=31 s P.4~ 324 N(2)=36 SIMM 325 N(3)=19 SIMM ~2A N(4)=30 SIMM 327 IF(NC-8)140,140,141 SIMM 32~ 
140 1(1)=1~ S U~M 329 1(2)=1 SIMM 330 1(3}=12 SIMM 331 I(4)=18 SIMM 332 1(5)=12 SIMM 333 1(6)=11 SIMM 334 GO TO 139 SIMM 33S 141 1(1)=1 SIMM 336 ~ 1(2)=36 SIMM 337 N) 1(3)=37 SIMM 338 1(4)=22 SI '1M 3 39 
I< 5) =65 SIMM 340 
1(6)=2 SIMM 341 
139 CALL SPOST(NR NG) SIMM 342 
GO TO (142,14~,142,142,143,144,145,146,147),~C SIMM Z,43 
142 1(1)=7 SIMM 344 1(2)=7 SIMM 345 1(3)=10 SIMM 346 
1(4)=3 SIMM 7.47 
I( 5) =3 SIMM 34g 
1(6)=10 SIMM 349 
GO TO 14E SIMM 3S0 
143 1(1)=12 SI W~ ? 51 
1(2)=11 SIMM 352 1(3)=10 SIMM :;;53 
1(4)=15 SIMM 3S4 1(5).:.14 SIW~ :.55 
1(6)=13 SIMM 356 GO TO 148 SIMM 357 
144 I ( 1>=13 SIMM ?,S8 
1(2)=12 SIMM 359 
1(3)=17 SIM~ 360 
1(4)=16 SIMM j61 
1(5)=15 SIMM 362 
1(6)=14 SIMM 363 
GO TO 148 SIMM 364 
145 1(1}=11 S l M~1 365 
I(2)=11 SIMM 366 
I(3)=19 SIMM 367 
1(4)=13 S P1M 568 
1(5}=13 SIMM 369 
I(6)=19 SIMM 370 
GO TO 14€ SIMM 371 
146 1(1)=10 SIMM ?72. 
I(2)=10 SIMM 373 
1(3)=16 SIMM "374 
1(4)=12 SIMM 375 
1(5)=12 SIMM 376-
1(6)=16 SIMM 377 
GO TO 148 SIMM 37R 
147 I(1)=36 SIMM 379 
1(2):1 SIMM 38') 
1(3)=2 SIMM 3,31 
1{4)=65 SIMM :;;s2 
1(5)=22 SIMM 383 
1(6)=37 SIMM 384 
148 CALL SPOST{NR,NG) SIMM 385 
IF(NC-7)149,150,149 SIMM 386 ~ 
150 N(3)=1 SIMM 387 w 
N(4)=12 SIMM 388 
I(1)=12 SIMM 389 
1(2)=19 SIMM ?90 
1(3)=20 SIMM 391 
1(4)=14 SIMM 392 
1(5)=21 SIMM _'.393 
1(6)-=13 SIMM 394 
CALL SPOST{NR,NG) SIM~1 3<>5 
1(1>=19 SIMM 396 
1(2)=12 SIMM 397 
1(3)=13 SIMM 398 
1(4)=21 SIMM 399 
1(5)=14 SIMM 400 
1(6)=20 SIMM 4)1 
CALL SPOST(NR,NG) SIMM 40?. 
149 NG=2 SIMM 403 
I ( 1) -=O SIMM 404 
IF(NC-8)151,152,152 SIMM 4)5 
151 N(l)=l SIMM 406 
N{2)=12 SIMM 407 
N(3)=1 SIMM 408 
N{4)=12 SIMM 409 
1(2)=1 SIMM 4i0 
1(3)=2 SIMM 411 1(4)=3 SIMM 412 1(5)=4 SIMM 413 1(6)=5 SIMM b.14 
I(7)=6 SIMM 415 IF(NC-5)153,154,154 SIMM 416 153 1(8)=5 SIMM 417 
I( 9) =4 SI MM 4 18 1(10)=3 SIMM 419 
I( 11 )=2 SIMM 420 1(12)=1 SIMM 421 GO TO 155 SIM~ 422 154 1(8)=7 SIMM 423 IF(NC-7)156,157,157 SIMM 42h. 156 1(9)=8 SIMM 425 
1(10)=9 SI MM l-1-26 
I( 1 >=lO SIMM 427 1{12)= J SIMM 428 GO TO 5 SIM"-1 429 157 1(9)=4 sI~rn 430 
I( 10 l =8 SI MM 4 31 
1{11)=9 SIMM 432 1(12)=10 SIMM 433 GO TO 155 SIMM 434 
152 N(1>=19 SIMM 435 N(2)=30 SIMM 436 ~ N{3)=19 SI MM 4 37 ~ N{4)=30 SI MM 4 3·8 1(12)=10 SIMM 4"':9 
IF(NC-8)158,158,159 SIMM 4110 
158 1(2)=10 SI MM li 4 l 
1(3)=16 SIMM 4).J.2 
. 1(4)=12 SIMM 443 1(5)=13 SIMM 44l~ 1(6)=4 SIMM 445 1(7)=17 SIMM 446 
I( 8) =4 SIMM 447 1(9)=13 SIMM 4t18 
1(10)=12 SIMM 449 
1( 1 )=16 SIMM 450 
Go TO Ass SIMM 451 159 1(2)=2 SIMM 45?. 1(3)=21 SIMM 453 
I( 4) =-00 SIMM 454 1/(5)=61 SIMM 455 
r6, =23 SIMM 456 (7)=62 SIMM 457 (8)=63 SIMM 458 1(9)=64 SIMM 459 
1(10)=3 SIMM 460 
1(11)=2 SIMM 461 
155 CALL SPOST(NR,NG) SIMM 462 
lF(NC-8)160,161,161 SIMM 463 
160 1(1)=1 SIMM 464 
1(2)=0 SIM"'1 465 
1(9)=5 SIMM 466 
1(11}=3 SIMM 467 
IF(NC-5)162,163,163 SIMM 468 
162 1(3)=1 SIMM 4.69 
I ( 4) =8 SIMM 470 
1(5)=3 SIMM 471 
1(6)=9 SI'1M l+72 
1(7)=5 SIMM 473 
1(8)=4 SIMM l.!74 
1(10)=9 SIMM 475 
1(12)=8 SI MM t1- 76 
GO TO 164 SIMM 477 
163 1(7)=7 SIMM 4713 
1(8)=6 SIMM '479 
1(10)=4 SIMM 430 
1(12)=2 SIMM 481 
IF(NC-7)165,166,166 SIMM 48? 
165 1(3)=11 SIMM 4B3 
1(4)=10 SIMM 414 
1(5)=9 SIMM 485 
1(6)=8 SIMM 486 I+'-GO TO 164 SIMM 487 c.n 
166 1(3)=10 SIMM 48R 
1(4)=9 SIMM 489 
1(5)=8 SIMM 490 
1(6)=4' SIMM 491 
GO TO 164 SIMM 492 
161 1(2).=0 SIMM 493 
1(3)=10 SIMM 494 
IF(~C-8)167,167,168 SIMM 495 
167 1(1)=10 SIMM 496 
1(4)=11 SIMM 497 
1(5)=12 SIMM 49$3 1(6)= 8 SIMM 499 
1(7)=4 SIMM 500 
1(8)=13 SIMM 501 
1(9}=4 SIMM 502 
1(10)=18 SIMM 503 
1(11)=12 SIMM 504 
1(12)=11 SIMM 505 
GO TO 161.t SIMM 50.6 
168 1(1)=20 SIMM 507 
1(4}=2 SIMM 501:3 
1(5)=3 SIMM 509 
1(6)=64 SIMM 510 
1(7)=63 SI MM 511 1(8)=62 SI N'IM 512 1(9)=23 SIMM 513 
1(10)=61 SIMM 514 
1(11 )=60 SI ~1M 51 5 
1(12)=21 SI "'lM 516 
164 CALL SPOST(NRiNG) SIMM 517 
IF(NC-7)114,1 9,170 SI~M 518 
169 N(3)=13 SIMM 519 
Nt4)=24 SIMM 520 
1(1)=1 SIMM 521 
1(2)=12 SIMM 522 
1(3)=17 SI M~1 523 
1(4)=14 SIMM 524 
1{5)=16 SIMM 525 
1(6)=4 SIMM 5?6 
It 7) =4 SIMM 527 
1(8)=16 SIMM 5213 1(9)=14 SIMM 52Q 
1(10)=17 SIMM ~30 
1(11)=12 SIMM 531 1(12)=1 SIMM ~32 CALL SPOST(NR,NG) SIMM 533 
1(1)=11 SIMM 534 
1(2)=11 SI W1 535 
1(3)=2~ SIMM 5~6 i,I::,. 1(4)=1 SIMM 537 0) 
1(5)=14 S p.1r,,1 ~. 38 
1(6)-=15 SIMM S.39 
1(7)=16 SIMM 540 
1(8)=16 srw~ 541 
1(9)=15 SIMM 5u2 
1(10)-=14 SI ~1M 5>.i 3 
1(11)=13 SIM~ 544 
1{12)=22 SIMM S45 CALL SPOST(NR,NG) SIMM 546 
N( 1>=13 S H•P-1 54 7 
N(2)=24 SIM~, 54 8 
N(3)=1 SIMM 549 
N(4)=12 SIMM SSC: 
1(1>=1 SIMM 551 
1(2)=1! SIMM 5S2 1(3)= SU~M 553 I(4)=d3 SIMM 554 
1(5)=14 SIMM 555 
1(6)=15 SIMM 556 1(7)=4 SIMM 557 
1(8)=16 SIMM 558 1(9)=16 SIMM 559 
I( 10 )=14 SIMM 560 
1(11)=17 SIMM 'l61 1(12)=18 
CALL SPOST(NR,NG) SIMM 562 
1(1)=12 SIMM 563 
1(2)=11 SIM~~ S64 
1(3)=1 SIMM 565 
1(4)=18 SIMM S66 
1(5)=17 SIMM 567 
1(6)=14 SI WJ; ~68 
1(7)=16 SIMM 569 
1(8)=16 SIMM 570 
1(9)=4 SI Mi~ 5 71 
1c101=15 
SIMM 572 
I( 1): 4 SIMM 573 
1(12)=13 SIMM "i74 
CALL SPOST(NR,NG) SIMM 575 
N(3)=13 SIMM 576 
N(4)=24 SIMM 577 
I ( 1) =O SIMM 'S78 
1(2)=11 SIM~1 579 
1(3)=19 SIMM 580 
1(4)=13 SIMM S81 
1(5)=21 SIMM 582 
1(6)=14 SIMM c:33 
1(7)=15 SIMM 584 
1(8)==14 SIMM ~85 
1{9)=21 SIMM 58t, ~ 1(10)= 3 SIMM SR7 
1(11)=19 SIMM S88 
-J 
1(12)=11 SIMM 589 
CALL SPOST(NR,NG) SIMM 590 l ( 1 ) = 1 1 , SI MM 591 
1(2)=0 SIMM 592 
1(3)::11 SIMM 503 
1(4)::12 SIMM 594 
1(5)=13 SIMM 5?5 
1(6)=20 SIMM 596 
1(7)=14 SIMM c:.97 
I(8):21 SIMM 598 
1(9)=14 SIMM 599 
1(10)=20 SIMM 600 I( 1)=13 SIMM 601 
1(12)=12 SIMM 60?.. 
CALL SPOST(NR,NGl SIMM 603 
GO TO 114 SIMM 604 
170 NG=3 SIMM 605 
N( 1>=1 SIMM 606 
N{2)=18 SIMM 607 
N(3)=19 SIMM 60>3 
N(4)=30 SIMM 609 SIMM 610 
1{1)=10 SIMM 611 
IF~NC-8)171,171,172 SIMM 612 
171 I( )=10 SIMM 613 
1(3)=11 SIMM 614 
1(4)=12 SIMM 615 1(5)= 8 SI'.1M 616 
1(6)=4 SIMM 617 
1(7)~5 SIMM 618 
I( 8) =5 SIMM 619 
I( 96= 14 SIMM 620 1(1 )=15 SIMM 621 
1( 111=14 SIMM 622 
It 12 > =5 SIMM 623 
1(13)=5 SIMM 624 l(llf.)=4 SIMM 625 
I<15>=18 SIMM 626 1(16)= 2 SIMM 627 
I( i1 )=r SIMM 628 I< 8)= 0 SIMM 629 GO TO 73 SIMM 630 
172 1(2)=1 SIMM 631 
1{3)=36 SIMM 632 
1(4)=21 SIMM 633 
1(5)=50 SIMM 634 
1(6)=51 SIMM 635 
I(7)=52 SIMM 636 ~ 1(8)=53 SIMM 637 00 
I( 96 =54 SIMM 638 
I( 1 )=55 SIMM 639 
1<11)=56 SIMM 640 
1(12)=57 SIMM 641 
Itl3)=58 SIMM 642 
1(14)=59 SIMM 643 
1(15)=4 SIMM 644 I( 6)=11 SP1M 645 
I< 17}=16 SIMM 6l+6 
1(18)=15 S P~M 64 7 
173 CALL SP0ST(NR7NG) SIMM 61:8 lF(NC-8)174,1 4,175 SIMM 649 
174 1(1}=11 SIM~ 650 
I(2)=10 SIMM 651 1(3)= 0 SIMM 652 
1(4)=11 SIMM n53 
1{5)=l6 SIMM 654 
1(6)=12 SIMM 655 
1(7)=13 SIMM 1-.,56 
1(8)=4 SIMM 657 
1(9)=17 STMM 658 
I< 10)=14 SIMM 659 
ll11.l=5 SIMM 660 
1(12)=5 SIMM 661 
l( 13 ):14 SIMM 662 
1(14)=17 SIMM 663 
1(15)=4 SIMM 664 
1(16)=13 SIMM 665 1(17)= 2 SIMM 666 
1(18)=16 SIMM 667 
GO TO 176 SIM~ 668 
175 1(1)=21 SIMM 669 
I( 2) =36 SIMM 670 
1(3)=1 SIMM 671 
1(4)=l0 SIMM 672 1(5)= 5 SIMM 673 
1(6)=16 SIMM 674 
1(7)=11 SIMM 675 
I( 8) =4 SI"1M 676 
1{9)=59 SIMM 677 
l(l0)=58 SIMM 678 
I( ~)=57 SIMM 679 
I( )=56 SIMM 6RO 
1(13)=55 SIMM 681 
1{14)=54 SIMM 682 
I( 5)=53 SIMM 683 
1(16)-=52 SIMM 684 
1(17)=51 SIMM 685 
. If 18 )=50 SIMM 686 ..i::,. 
176 CALL SPOSTtNR,NG) SIMM 687 co 
132 NR=3 SIMM 688 
NG=l SIMM 689 
N(3)=1 SIMM 690 
IF{NC-8)177,178,178 SIMM 691 
177 N<j>-=10 SIMM 692 N ( ) = 2 SIMM 693 
N(4)=9 SIMM 694 
I( 1 > =6 SIMM 695 
1(2)=5 SIMM 696 
1(3)=7 SIMM 697 
GO TO 179 SIMM 698 
178 N<1)=31 SIMM 699 
N(2)=36 SIMM 700 
N(4)=18 SIMM 701 
lf(NC-8)180,180,181 SIMM 702 
180 H 1 > = 16 SIMM 703 
1(2)=12 SIMM 704 
I( 3) =4 SIMM 705 
1(4)=17 SIMM 706 
I( 5 l =4 SIMM 707 
I(6)=1f SIMM 708 GO TO 79 SIMM 709 
181 1(1)=15 SIMM 710 
1(2)=l6 SIMM 711 
1(3)= 7 SI lvlM 712 
1(4)=18 SI ~1M 711 
1(5)=17 SP~M 714 
1(6)=16 SIMM 715 
179 CALL SPOST(NRSNG) SIMM 716 
IF(NC-8)182,1 3,104 SI M'1 71 7 
182 1(1)=6 SIMM 718 
1(2)=6 SlMM 719 
1(3)=5 SIMM 720 
GO TO 185 SIMM 7~1 
183 1(1)=11 SIMM 72'2 
1(2)=16 SIMM 723 
1(3)=18 S It1M 7 24 
1(4)=4 SIM~A. 725 
1(5)=13 SI ~~~1 726 
1(6)=12 SI~,..M 727 
GO TO JBS SIMM 728 18~ 1(1)=3 SIMM 729 
1(2)=45 SI ~1M 7 Y• 
1(3)=46 SI MM 7 31 
1(4)=47 SIMM 712 
1(5)=48 SIMM 77>3 
1(6)=34 S Pl'-1 7 3.4 
185 CALL SPOST(NRANG) SI '1M 7 2, C.. 
IF\'lC-8) 186, 1 ,7, 188 SI~M 736 
CJl 186 I ( ) =5 sr~,rn 7?,7 
1(2)=6 SIMM 72,g 0 
1(3)=7 SI M~1 7 39 
GO TO li39 SIMM 740 
187 1(1)=16 SIMM 741 
1(2)=11 SIMM 742 
1(3)=12 SIMM 7h3 
1(4)=13 SIMM 7lt4 
1(5)=4 SIMM 745 
1(6)=19 SI M~1 746 
GO TO 189 SI ~'1 711- 7 
188 1(1)=45 SIMM 748 
1(2)=35 SIM'1 749 
1(3)=34 SIMM 7SO 
1(4)=48 SIMM 751 
1(5)=47 Sl'~M 75?.. 
1(6)=46 SI:"-1"'1 7'i3 
189 CALL SPOST(NR9NG) S l '~M 7 S4 IFCNC-8) 190, 1 1,191 SIM~~ 7S'5 
191 NG=2 SIMM 7c:;6 
N(l)=19 SIMM 7S7 
N{2)=30 SIM~1 75R 
N(3)=1 SI ~m 75Q 
N(4)=18 SIMM 760 
SIM:1,~ 761 1(1)=10 
SIMM 762 IF(NC-8) 192,192,193 $ I '1M 71-, 3 192 1(2)=11 
SIM~ 761.i I(3)=12 
SI "IM 7 f, 5 1(4)=13 SIMM 766 1(5)=5 
ST 'ft,'1 7 ~' 7 1(6)=14 $ I r-.H1 7 (, ri, I (7) =15 SIMM 7AO !(8)=14 
SI '1·'1 7 7 0 1{9)=5 
s1~v1 771 1(10)=13 
S I ''i~1 7 7?. 1(11)-=12 $ frA\1 777, 1(12)=11 
SI ~1M 774 GO TO 1Q4 SI 1m 7 7:-i 193 1(2)=2 SIMM 776 1(3)=11 SI~,~~ 77 7 1(4)=12 
SIMM 778 1(5)=13 SI~1M 779 1(6)= 4 
S PW 7SO I(7l-=14 
ST'''~ 7!:11 1(8)=13 
SI ~1M 7 ~~ 1(9)=12 
SI '1M 7 8 3 IC10)=11 
SI~M 714 1(11)=2 
SI M~l 7 95 1(12)=10 
SIM~~ 7 86 C)l 194 CALL SPOST(NR~NG) 
6 Sit-1~ 737 f--' IF{NC-8)195,1 5,lo SIMM 78>1 195 1(1>=10 
SIM'~ 789 1(2)-=10 
SI '~ 1~ 7 90 1(3)=11 S1Mr1 791 1(4)=12 
SIMM 702 I(5)=4 S p,i•,1 791 1(6)=17 
SI '1~'i 791.i. 1(7)=14 
SI~'-1 795 1(8)=5 
SinM 796 1(9)=5 
SI ~A}1 797 l ( 10 ) -=4 SIMM 70?. 1(11)=18 Sl'AM 7q9 1(12)=16 
SI ~1M 8QO GO TO 197 SP1M 2,:il 196 1(1)=1 
SP1M 2(;2 1(2)=36 
SIMM PG3 1(3)=37 
~IMM p,14 1(4)=38 s p"~, [~0 5 1(5)=39 
SI M'-1 ~06 1(6)=40 
SIMM 807 1(7)=41 
SIM"! FH)8 1(8)=42 
SI Mf1 80Q 1(9)=43 SIMM RlO 1(10)=33 
I( 11 )=44 SIMM P.11 1(12)=15 SI Mt-1 812 
197 CALL SPOll(NR~NG) SIMM B13 
IFlNC-8) 98,1 8,199 SIMM 814 198 1(1)=11 SIMM P.15 1(2)=10 SIMM fll6 
1(3)=10 SIMM 817 
1(4)=16 SIMM 818 1(5)=18 SIMM 819 
I< 6) =4 SlMM 820 1(7)=5 SIMM 821 1(8)=5 SIMM P22 1(9)=14 SIMM R23 
1(10)=17 SIMM 824 
It 1 > =4 SIMM R25 1(12)=12 SIMM 826 GO TO 200 SIMM B27 199 1(1)=36 SIMM 82A 1(2)=1 SIMM 829 1(3)=15 SIMM B30 1(4)=44 SIMM 331 1(5)=33 SIMM 8?2 1(6)=43 SIMM R~3 1(7)=42 SIMM 834 1(8)=41 SIMM 835 
1(9&=40 SIMM P.36 C}l I ( 1 ) =39 SIM~-~ 8 3 7 t'v 1(11)=38 SI MM r,.3 R 
n 12, =37 SIMM B39 
200 CALL SPOST(NR,NG) S P·1M 0.40 
190 NG=3 SIMM 841 
N(l)=l SIMM 842 N(3}= SIMM f'43 
I ( 1 l =O SI W1 P, 44 
1(2)=1 SIMM RI.J.5 
I l 3) =2 SIMM 846 
1(4)=3 SIMM 847 
IF(NC-8)201,202,202 SIMM P.413 
201 N(2)=9 SIMM 840 
N(4)=9 S 1 M~~ P_ 5 0 
1(5)=3 SIMM ~51 1(6)=4 SI M~1 t"152 
1(7)=3 SIMM PS3 I ( 8)-= 5 SIMM e54 
1(9)=1 SIMM 855 
GO TO 203 SIMM fl56 202 N(2)=18 SI M~i FF, 7 
N(4)=18 SIMM 358 1(5)=4 SI MM ~Ei9 
1(6)=5 SIMM 060 
SIMM S61 1(7)=6 SI ~1M S62 I( 8) =7 SIM'~ B63 1(9)=8 SIMM 864 1(10)=9 SIMM 865 I< 11 )=8 SIM"1 866 1(12)=7 
si--1~1 R6 7 1(13)=6 SIMM 86~ 1(14)=5 SIMM 869 I ( 15 ) =4 SIMM 870 1(16)=3 SIM"1 871 I( 17 )=2 SIMM P,72 1(18)=1 SIMM 873 203 CALL SPOST(NR,NGl SIW1 874 1(1>=1 SIMM 875 1(2}=0 SIMM -:J,76 IF(NC-8)204,205,206 SIMM 877 204 1(3)=1 SI!',lM P.78 1(4)=5 SIMM 879 1(5)=7 SIMM PRO 1(6)=3 SIMM esl 1(7)=3 SIMM R82 1(8)=7 SIMM 8d3 1(9)=5 SIMM 8B4 GO TO 207 SIMM 885 205 1(3)=1 SIMM 886 C,J1 1(4)=2 SIM~ 887 c.o 1(5)=12 SIMM BR8 1(6)=13 SIM~ R89 1(7)=5 SIMM 890 1(8)=14 
SIMM 891 1(9)=15 SIMM B92 1(10)=8 SIMM 893 1(11)=7 SIMM 894 1(12)=6 SIMM P,95 1(13)=7 SIM~ P,96 J(14)=14 SIMM 897 1(15)=17 SI MM ?,9r'\ 1(16)=4 SIMM 899 1(17)=12 SIMM 900 1(18)=11 SIMM 901 GO TO 207 SIMM 902 206 1(3)=2~ SIMM 903 1(4)=2 SI~M 904 I(5)=22 SI'1M 905 1(6)=23 SI'1M q06 1(7)=24 SIMM 907 1(8)=25 SIMM 90H 1(9)=26 SIMM 9QO 1(10)=27 SIMM 910 I( 11 )=28 
1(12)=29 SIMM 911 
1(13)=30 SI M>,1 012 
1(14)=31 SI ~H1 91 3 
1(15)=32 SIMM 914 
1(16)=3", SI ~~"1 91 5 
1(17)=34 SIMM 916 
I(18)=35 SI r~~·1 91 7 
207 CALL SPOST(NR,NG) SP~~ 9lq 
1(3)=0 SI ~~·1 G l 9 
1(4)=1 SIM"l 920 
IFtNC-8)208,209,210 SIMM 921 
208 1(1l=2 S U~M 0~2 
1(2)=1 S l'-lM q 2 3 
1(5)=5 SIMM 92h 
1(6)=3 SIMM 925 
I ( 7) =4 SIMM 926 
1(8)=3 SIMM 927 
I ( 9) =3 SIMM 9?8 
GOT0211 SI~M 0 ?9 
209 1(1)=2 SI W1 930 
1(2)=1 SIMM 7::il 
1(5)=11 SIM~·~ G3? 
1(6)=12 SI :1M O 12 
1(7)=4 Sl~4M 9.7.4 
1(8)=17 SIMM 1 ~~ 5 
1(9)=14 SI ~1M 9 3 6 CJ1 1(10)=7 SJMM 937 ,,io. 
1(11)=6 SIV.~·~ 938 
1(12)=7 SI r~M 930 
1(13)=8 SIW1 940 
1(14)=1S SIM~1 9!.1 
1(15)=14 SI\~'~ 942 
1(16)=5 Sl'1M 0 4~ 
1{17)=13 SI w,1 944 
1(18)=12 SIMM 945 
GO TC 211 SI '~M 94 A 
210 I{ 1)=21 SI'~l~ 947 
1(2)=20 S U1M 94.g 
1{5)=35 SI 11M 949 
1(6)=34 S PW 950 
1(7)=33 SI!'.1M QSl 
1(8)=31 s ( M~A q '=, ?. 
1(9)=3 Sl\P~ 9S3 
1(10)=30 S l '1M 9Sl~ 
lt11)=29 SI ~.rn °55 
1(12)=28 SIV,M 9:6 
1(13)=27 SIMM 057 
I{14)=26 S I '~:vl 9 :, ~1 
1(15)=25 S I "1 '1 9 .S 9 
1(16)=24 SI"'IM 96) 
1(17)=23 SIMM 961 
1(18)=22 SIMM 962 
211 CALL SPOST(NR NG) SIMM 963 
114 IF(NC-3)21261,3,212 SIMM 964 212 MSHNB!NB)= SIMM 965 
NR=NB- SIMM 966 
NG=N B-1 SIMM 967 
GO TO {213,213,213,214,215,216,217,218,218),NC SIMM 968 
213 NC1)=4 SIMM 969 
GO TO 219 SIMM 970 
214 N<1)=7 SIMM 971 
GO TO 219 SIMM 972 
215 N(1)=21 SIMM 973 
GO TO 219 SIMM 974 
216 NC1l=28 SIMM 975 
GO TO f19 SIMM 976 217 N(1)=1 SIMM 977 
GO TO 219 SIMM 978 
218 N( 1) =10 SIMM 979 
219 DO 220 K=NRfNG SIMM 980 
MSHK,NB)=N 1) SIMM 981 
220 MSl(NB K)=N{l) SIMM 982 
IF(NC-~)113,113,221 SIMM 983 
221 NR=NR-12 SIMM 984 
NG=NG-7 SIMM 985 
GO TO (222,222,222,222,223,224,225,226,227),NC SIMM 986 01 
222 NC1>=10 SIMM 987 01 
N(2)=10 SIMM 988 
N(3)=8 SIMM 989 
N(4)=8 SIMM 990 
GO TO 228 SIMM 991 
223 N(1)=2 SIMM 992 
N{2)=10 SIMM 993 
N{3)=i SIMM 994 N(4)= 0 SIMM 995 
GO TO 228 SIMM 996 
224 N(~)=18 SIMM 997 N ( } =29 SIMM 998 
N(3)=18 SIMM 999 
N(4)=29 SIMM1000 
GO TO 228 SIMM1001 




GO TO 228 SIMM1006 
226 N(1)=16 SIMM1007 
N(2)=16 SIMM1008 N{3)= 1 SIMM1009 
N(4)~11 SIMM1010 


















GO TO 233 
232 NR=NR-18 
IFCNC-8)234,234,235 








233 DO 236 K=NR,NG,3 
MSI( K,NB )=N{ 1) 
MSI(NB\K)=N(2) 
MSl(K+ ,NB)=N(3) 
MSI( NB1K+l )=N( 4) 








N 1 =N ( 1) 























































DO 100 N5=N3,N4,NR SP0ST011 
M=l SP0ST012 
DO 101 N6=N1 N2 SP0ST013 
MS1fN5,N6)=dM) SP0ST014 
101 M=M+ 1 SP0ST015 
DO 102 NG1=1 ,NG SP0ST016 
NC=NCM1+1 SP0ST017 
104 I(NC+ll=I(NC) SP0ST018 
IF(NC- )102,102,103 SP0ST019 
103 NC=NC-1 SP0ST020 
GO TO 104 SP0ST021 
102 l(l)=ltNCPl) SP0ST022 





LABEL CRIEMU RIEMUOOl SUBROUTINE RIE~U(NB NC) RIEMU002 
Ol~ENSION EMU(61l~Rf(61),X(61),Y(61) RIEMU003 
COMMON PIG,PD2,PD M,OUMMY,X,Y,RI,EMU RIEMU004 
00 100 I=l NB RIEMU005 
RI(I)=SQRTJ(X( I>••2+Y(ll••2> RIEMU006 
IF(RI(I)llOl,102,101 RIEMU007 
101 EMU(l)=TANG(NC,PD2,PD2M,PIG,X(l),Y(I)) RIEMU008 c.,, 
GO TO 100 RIEMU009 -J 
102 EMU( I l=Oo RIEMU010 





CTANG TANG 001 
FUNCTION TANG(NC6Po2,PD2M,PIG,XN,YN) T~NG 002 I FI X N ) 1 0 9 , 10 1 , 1 0 TANG 003 
109 IF(YN}lOQ,110,100 · TANG 004 
110 TANG=-PIG TANG 005 
GO TO 103 TANG 006 
100 TANG=ATANF{YN/XN) TANG 00·7 
IF(NC-12)1Y2!103~103 TANG 008 102 IF(XN) 04, 0 ,10 TANG 009 
104 IF(YN)lOS,103,106 TANG 010 
105 TANG=TANG-PIG TANG 011 
GO TO 103 TANG 012 
106 TANG:TANG+PIG TANG 013 
GO TO 103 TAt-.JG 014 101 IF(YN) 08,103,107 TANG 015 
107 TANG=PD2 TANG 016 
GO TO 103 TANG 017 







SUBROUTINE ASTER(NCzNS,NOATA) ASTER002 
DIMENSION OUMMY(4491),NON(14) ASTER003 
COMMON OUMMY,NCN ASTER004 
DO 100 l=l 14 ASTEROOS 
IF(NDN(lll,01 101 102 ASTEROJ6 
102 IF(NOATA-NON{\)1160 103 100 ASTER007 
103 GO TO {101~104zl04zl04,\04,104,104,104,105,106,104,104,104,107,108ASTER008 
1,104,110,1u4,111,1t2zl 3),NOATA ASTER009 
104 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 I ASTER010 
1 FORMAT (1H+,49X,1H•J ASTER011 
GO TO 101 ASTF.R012 
105 IFtNC-11)104,114,104 ASTER013 
114 'WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,2 ASTER014 
2 FORMAT (1H+,14X,1H•l ASTER015 
GO TO 101 ASTER016 
106 IF(NC-11)104,115,104 ASTFR017 
115 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,3 ASTER018 
3 FOR~AT (1H+,23X,1H*) ASTER019 
GO TO 101 ASTER020 
107 IFtNC-11)104,114,104 ASTER021 
108 IF(NC-11)104,116,104 ASTER022 
116 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,4 ASTER023 
4 FORMAT (1H+,28X,1H•1 ASTER024 GO TO 101 ASTER025 
110 IF(NS-1)101 104,114 ASTER026 
111 IF{NC-10)10,,114,109 ASTER027 
109 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6y5 ASTER028 
5 FORMAT (1H+,33X,1H*J ASTER029 
GO TO 101 ASTER030 
112 IF{NC-10)101,1151117 ASTER031 
117 WRITE OUTPUT TAPt 6J6 ASTER032 
6 FORMAT (1H+,43X,1H• ASTER033 
GO TO 101 ASTER'J34 
113 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 1 7 ASTER035 7 FORMAT (1H+,31X,1H•1 ASTER036 
GO TO 101 ASTER037 
100 CONTINUE ASTER038 
101 RETURN ASTER039 
END ASTER040 
* LABEL CNUMBER 
SUBROUTINE NU~BER(NC) 
DIMENSION OUMMY(4430),NIW(61) 
COMMON DUMMY NIW 









1 FORMAT (1H ,4X,1H4,2X,1H1//SX,1H3,2X,1H2) NUMRE007 
GO TO 101 NUMBEOOB 
102 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,2 . _ NUMBE009 
2 FORMAT (1H ,7X,1Hl//SX,1H6,5X,1H2//BX,1H7//SX,1H5,SX,1H3//8X,1H4) NUM8E010 
GO TO 101 NUMBEOll 
103 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,3 NUMBE012 
3 FORMAT {1H 110X,1H915X,1Hl//8X1 1H8,4X,2H10,SX,1H2//5X,1H7,4X,2Hl2,NUMBE013 14X,2H11 1 5X,tH3//8X, tH6,5X,1H5,~X,1H4) NUMBE014 GO TO lul NUMRE015 
104 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,4 NUMBE016 
4 FORMAT (1H ,10X1 1Hl//7X12H121SX11H2//4X12H11,4X1 2H13,5X,1H3//7X12HNUMBE017 11814X12Hl4//4X,LH10,4X1LH19,~X, IH4//7X,zH17,4X,zH15//SX,1H9,4X,zH1NUMREOl8 
26,~X, tHS//8X,1H8,SX,1Ho//llX,1H7) NUMRE019 
GO TO 101 NUMBE020 
105 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 5 NUMBE021 
5 FORMAT (1H ,13X 2H121SX 1H1//7X,2Hll 18X 1H2//17X 2H13//4X,2H10,5XNUMBE022 
li2H18z10X12H141tx11H6//\7x12H19//SX,1H9,§x,2Hl7,16x,2H15,6X,1H4//1NUMBE023 
2rX,2H16//tlX,1Htl,1tlX,1HS//l~X,1H7,SX,1H6J NUMBE024 
GO TO 101 NUMBE025 
106 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 6 NUMBE026 
6 FORMAT (1H ,12X 2H12 6X 1H1//7X,2H11 18X 1H2// 17X,2H13//4X 2H10 7NUMBE027 
1X,2H18,5X,2H14,~X,1H3//17x,2H19//SX11H9,tx,2H1t,sx,2H15,8X,lH4//17NUMBE028 
2X,2H16//8X,1H8,18X,1H5//14X,1H7,6X,1H6) NUMBE029 
GO TO 101 NUMRE030 
107 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,7 NUMRE03l 
7 FORMAT (1H ,9X,2H12,SX,1Hl//7X,2Hl1 4X,2Hl3 SX,1H2//10X,2H24,4X,2HNUMBE032 
114//7X12H23,4X 2H25,4X,2H15//4X,2H16,4X,2H36,4X,2H26,SX,1H3//7X,2HNUMBE033 
222,4X,4H3114X,!H16//SX11H9,4X,2H29,4X,2H27,5X,1H4//7X,2H21,4X,2H28NUMBE034 
3 1 4X,2H17//10X,2H20,4X,,H18//BX,1H8,4X,2H19,5X,1HS//11X,1H7,5X,1H6}NUM8E035 lj0 TO 101 NUMBE036 
108 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,8 NUMRE037 
8 FORMAT (1H ,13X 1H1//10X~2H18,SX,1H2//7X,2H17,4X,2H19 SX 1H3//4X 2NUMBE038 
1H16,4X12H3014Xz~H20i5X11H4//7X12H29,4X12H31,4X,2H21//4Xi~H15,4Xz~HNUMBE039 
236 ~x ~H32t~x 1HS//rX ,H28,4X LH37,4X,LH22//4X 2H14,4X ,H35 4XtLH3NUMBE040 
33i~X1lH6// X1~H2714Xi~H34z~X,~H23//4Xf2H13z4X,~H26,4X,~H24,~X, H7/NUMBE041 
4/rXtLH12,4X,,H25,~X, 1H8//10X,2H11,5X, H9//13X,2H10) - NUMRE042 
GO O 1~ NUMBE043 
109 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 9 NUMAE044 
9 FORMAT (1H 115X,2H1~1SX,1H1,5X,1H2//10Xz2H17,23X,1H3//19X,2H3014X,NUMBE045 
12H19//7X 2Hl6 4X 2H2Y loX,2H20,5X 1H4//L2X,2H31//4X,2Hl5 4X,2HL8 4NUMBE046 
2X12H36116X,2H!214X,2H~1,5X11HS//2~Xt2H37//4X,2Hl4,4X,2H2714X12H3~fNUMBE047 
31UX12H5314X,2H2L15X,1H6//22X,2H34// X,2H13 4Xz2H2o 1oX,2HL3,~X,1H NUMBE048 
4//1YX,2H25,4X,2H24//10X,2H12,23X,1H8//16X,~H11,4X,~H10,5X,1H9) NUMBE049 
GO TO 101 . NUMBEOSO 
110 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,10 NUMBE051 
10 FORMAT (1H ,3X,39HANY NUMERICAL CONFIGURATION IS POSSIBLE) NUMBE052 
GO TO 101 NUMBE053 






11 FORMAT (lH f24X,I2//21X,3I3//18X,4I3//15X,613//12X,7I3//9X,8I3//6XNUMBE057 
l1913//3X111 3) . NUMBE058 GO TO 10 I NlJMBE059 
112 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 12,NIW(16>,NIW(39),N1W(15l (NIW(ll 1=36,38),NINUMBE060 
1W(14lr(NIW(llr1=31,!5l,NIW(13),(NIW(l),1=25,30J,NIW(12J,(NIW(1),I=NUMBE06l 
217124J,(NIW(11,I=l 11) ' NUMBE062 
12 FORMAT {lH ,44X,21!1136X,416//27X,6Ib//18X,716//~X,916//ll16) NUMBE063 
101 RETURN NUMBE064 
END NUMBE065 










































COMMON DUMMY1X,Y,NL,l,RA,FILL,AG,OUMMY1,NBWG RES 
00 130 K=l,4~ RES 




RA\1 )=AG RES 
It )=2 RES 
. IF(NC-12)100,101,102 RES 











GO TO 103 RES 

















CAP=K RES 041 
CMl=CAP-1. R'::S 042 
IF(NC-12)100 105 106 RES 043 
105 GO TO c101,16s,169,110,111,112,113),K RES 044 
106 GO TO (107,114,115,116,117,118,119),K RES 045 
107 KX=ll RES 046 
GO TO 120 RES 047 
108 X(50)=0o RES 048 
X<12)=P RES 049 
Y(SO)=P RES 050 
Y(12)=P RES 051 
GO TO 120 RES 052 109 X(51)=P RES 053 
X ( 13 ) =X ( 19) RES 054 
Y(Sl )=X( 19) RES C55 
Y{13)=Xl19) RES 056 
GO TO 120 RES 057 110 X ( 52) =X ( 19) RES 058 
X{14)=X(20l RES 059 
Y(52)=X(20) RES 060 
Y( 14 )=X( 20) RES 061 
GO TO 120 RES 062 
111 X { 53 ) =X ( 20) RES 063 
X(15}=X(~1) RES 064 
Y ( 53) =X ( 1) RES 065 
Y(15)=X(21) RES 066 0) 
GO TO 120 RES 067 1-4 
11 2 X ( 54 ) = X { 21 ) RES 068 
X(16J=X(22) RES 069 
Y(54)=X{22) RES 070 
Y{16)=X(22) RES 071 
GO TO 120 RES 072 113 X(SS)=X(22) RES 073 
X(17)=X(23) RES 074 
Y{55)=X(23) RF.S 075 
Y(17)=X(23) RES 076 
X(56)=X(23) RES 077 
X(18)=X(~4") RES 078 Y( 56) =X ( 4) RES 079 
Y(18l=X(24) RES 080 
120 SX=CAP•P RES 081 
SY=CM1•P RES 082 
GO TO 121 RES 083 
114 Xt40)=PD2 RES 084 
X( 12 )=P•l.S RES 085 
Y(40)=P•0~8660254 RES OPfi Y(12)=Y(4 ) RES 087 
SX=P•2,5 RES 088 
GO TO 22 RES 089 115 X(41)=X(3) RES 090 
X(13)=X(4) RES 091 
Y{41)=Y{40)*2• RES 092 Y(13)-=Y(41) RES 093 
SX=P•4• RES 094 GO TO 122 RES 095 
116 X ( 42) =X ( 18 l RES 096 
Xt14)=X(19) RES 097 
Y{42)=Y(40}•3. RES 098 Y(14)=Y(42) RES 099 
SX=P•S15 RES 100 GO TO 22 RES 101 117 X { 43) =X ( 6) RES 102 X(15)=X(7) RES 103 
Y(43)-=Y(40)•4. RES 104 Y(15)=Y(43l RES 105 SX=P•7 RES 106 GO TO 122 RES 107 118 KX=39 RES 108 X(4lt.)=X{21) RES 109 X(16)=X(22l RES 110 
Y(4lt-l-=Y(40)•5. RES 1 1 l Y( 16 )=Y( 44 ! RES 112 SX=P•8.5 RES 113 
122 SY=CM1•Y(40) RES 114 
GO TO 121 RES 115 119 X(45)=X(9) RES 116 0:, Y(45)=Y(40l•6. RES 117 I:...:> SX-=P02 RES 118 SY=-Yl40) RES 119 
121 DO 123 N=IX,KX RES 120 
X{Nl=SX RES 121 
Y(N)=SY RES 122 
123 SX=SX+P RES 123 
104 CONTINUE RES 124 
DO 124 N=2 NN RES 125 
RA(N)=SQRT~(X(N)•*2+Y(N)*•2)+AG RES 126 
1FlN-N12ll25,125,l26 RES 127 
125 NUN)=Nl RES 128 
GO TO 124 RES 129 
126 NUN)=N2 RES 130 
124 CONTINUE RES 131 
KX=NN-1 RFS 132 
DO 127 N-=2,KX RES 133 
N2=N+1 RES 131'-
00 1·28 I X=N2, NN RES 135 
IF{RA(N)-RA(IX))128,128,129 RES 136 
129 SX=RA(IX) RES 137 
RA(IX)=RA(N) RES 138 












128 CONTINUE RES 
127 CONTINUE RES 
100 RETURN RES 
END RES 
* LABEL CPRES PRES 
SUBROUTINE PRES(EPS,JR,NB,NC,NGS,NII,NP,NTC;PCU,PCUR,PCUZ,PPCU,PPCPRES 
lUR,PPCUZ,PPUU PPUUR PPUUZ PUU PUUR,PUUZ,SPC,VG VM) PRES 
DIMENSION AP(!1),AP~(61),iTA(A1l,DUMMY{4),FILLl3794),FlLL1{122),FIPRES 










102 CALL PIJK(JR,NB,NC,NGS,NI1,NP,NTC,SPC) PRE$ 
PUUT=PUU PRES CALL PUUKR(JR,NGS,NP,PPUU,PPUUR,PPUUZ,PUU,PUUR,PUUZ) PRE$ 
Z=PUU-PUUT PRE$ 
IF(ABSF(Zl-EPS)l00,101,101 PRES 
101 JR=JR+l PRES 
GO TO 102 PRES 
100 IF(SPC)103,104,105 PRES 






GO TO 1u3 PRES 
105 CALL PCUK(ESSA,NB,NC,NP,~U,PCUR,PCUZ,PPCU,PPCUR,PPCUZ,PUU,PUUR,PUPRES 
lUZ,SPC,VG,VM) PRES 





















































CPIIK PIIK 001 SUBROUTINE PIIK(NB NC,NP) PIIK 002 
DIMENSION ETA(61l,1ILL(4273),Flll1(381),FPZ2<11),PII(61),PIIR(6l),PIIK 003 
1PIIZ(61l,PPII<61),PPIIR(61l,PPIIZ{61) PIIK 004 
COMMON PG 1 FILL 1ETA,FILL1,PII,PIIR~PIIZ,PPI1,PPIIR,PPIIZ PIIK 005-DElTA=0.1~707903 PIIK 006 
DO 100 1=1,NB PIIK 007 
IF(ETA(Il-6ol101J102,102 PIIK 008 101 BIOE=BIOF(ETA(IJ PIIK 009 
RKOE=BKOFCETA(I)) PIIK 010 
BI1E=BI1F(ETA<Il) PIIK 011 
BK1E=BK1F(ETA(I)) PIIK 012 
PII(t}=l.-({2.•ETA(I))/3.)•(2.•(ETA(I)•(BIOE•BKOE+BllE•BKlE)-1.)+BPIIK 013 
1I0E•BK1E-RI1E•BK0E+(BI1E•BK1E)/ETA(I)) PIIK 014 GO TO 103 PIIK 015 
102 Pil(l)=1.-(0.S/ETA(l)-3./(32o•ETA(l)••3)) PIIK 016 
103 PPII(I)=Pll(l)/ETA(I) PIIK 017 
lf{NP-1)104,105 106 PIIK 018 105 PPP=3./(PG•ETA(l)) PIIK 019 
VL=O~ PIIK 020 
DO 1u7 L=l 11 PIIK 021 COSVL=COSFfVL) PIIK 022 
OEC=2o•ETA•C0SVL PIIK 023 
FPZ2ll)=C0SVL•C0.5890486-BIC(5,DEC)) PIIK 024 
107 Vl=VL+DELTA PIIK D25 
VF=O. PIIK 026 
00 108 L=l 9 2 PIIK 027 108 VF=VF+FPZ2fLJ+4.•FPZ2(l+1)+FPZ2(L+2) PIIK 028 
PUR( IJ=1.-PPP•(DELTA/3o )•VF PI IK 029 
PIIZ(I)=3e•Pl1(1)-2o•PI1R(I) PIIK 030 
PPIIR{I)=PIIR(I)/ETA(I) PIIK 031 
PPIIZ(I)=PIIZ(l)/ETA(Il PIIK 032 
106 IF(NC-11)109,100,104 PIIK 033 
10-0 CONTINUE PIIK 034 
RETURN PIIK 035 
109 DO 110 I=2,NB PIIK 036 
PIIC Il=Pll(l) PIIK 037 
PPIItI):PPI1(1} PIIK 038 
IF(NP-1)104,111,110 PIIK 039 
111 PIIR{I)=PIIR(ll PIIK 040 
PIIZ(l)=PIIZ(l) PIIK 041 
PP1IR{I)=PPIIR(1J PIIK 042 
PPIIZ(I)=PPIIZ(l) PIIK 043 
110 CONTI~UE PIIK 044 
104 RETURN PIIK 045 
ENO PIIK 046 
* LABEL CPIJK PIJK 001 SUBROUTINE PIJK(JR NB NC,NGS NII,NP NTC,SPC) PIJK 002 



















36 ),SYT(59J,X(61l1Y{oll PIJK 
COMMON PIG PD2,PD~M,DUMMY,X,Y,FILL,MS1,AP,SP FILL1,AP2,ETA DUMMYl,PIJK 
1DliFILL2,PlJ,PIJR,PIJZ,PPIJ,PPIJR,PPIJZ,DIS,§vr,cvT,NUI,FI1,FI2,FIPIJK 
23 1 ~14 PIJK NuS=O PIJK 
IF(NC-11)108,109,108 PIJK 
NTT=O PIJK 
GO TO 113 PIJK 
NTT=l PIJK 













AD(l )=AP(I)/SXY PIJK 
AD12.)=AP(J)/SXY PIJK NBl=O PIJK 
DO 166 K=l,NB PIJK 
IF{K-1)111,166,111 PIJK 
IF{K-J)1121166,112 PIJK XIK=X(K}-X I) PIJK 
YIK=Y(K)-Y Il PIJK 
D1S{K1=SQRTF(X1K••2+YIK••2> PIJK 
YS=TANG(NC1PD2,PD2M,PIG,XIK,YIK) PIJK 


































































GO TO (116J128Al29pl28Jl66},NT PIJK 054 128 PAR3=01S(K •tP Rl+ AR2 PIJK 055 
GO TO 132 PIJK 056 
129 A2MA1=AD(2)+AD(l} PIJK 057 
GO TO 135 PIJK 058 
118 PARS=SYT(K)*RUMA PIJK 059 
PAR6=CYT(K)•A2MA1 PIJK 060 
API=AP(I) PIJK 061 
GO TO (122 123,1241 124),NT PIJK 062 122 PAR7=ABSF(DIS(Kl•(PAR5+PAR6)+API} PIJK 063 
133 1FtAP(K)-PAR7)127 131 131 PIJK 064 
123 PAR7=ABSF(DIS(Kl•fPAR~-PAR6)-API) PIJK 065 
GO TO 133 PIJK 066 
124 API=-AP(l) PIJK 067 IF(NT-3) 16,122,123 PIJK 068 
131 NBI=NBI+l PIJK 069 
NUI( NB I) =K PIJK 070 
OIS(NBI)=DIS{K) PlJK 071 SYT(NBl)=SYT(K) PIJK 072 CYTtNBI)=CYT{K} PIJK 073 
166 CONTINUE PIJK 074 
. IF(NTT)116 138 139 PIJK 075 
138 IF(NTC-1)1,6,1!9,140 PIJK 076 
140 CALL PIJKAP(NBI,NGS,NP,SPC,SXV) .PIJK 077 
GO TO 141 PIJK 078 
139 DO 107 K~l,5 PIJK 079 O'l Fll(Kl=O. PIJK 080 O'l FI3(K)=O. PIJK OB1 
DO 106 M=l,2 PIJK 082 
DO 136 L=l NII PIJK 083 
CALL GAUSS1tPD2M,DI,M,K,L,VI1) PIJK 084 
SV1=S1NF(Vl1) PIJK 085 
CV1=C0SF(VI1} PIJK 086 
OECF=2.•ETA(Il•CV1 PIJK 087 
ACOS1=AP(Il•CV1 PIJK 088 
00 146 K1=1,5 PIJK 089 
FI2(K1l=O. PIJK 090 
FI4(K1)-=0. PIJK 091 
DO 145 Ml=l,2 PIJK 092 
DO 148 L1=1 NII PIJK 093 CALL GAUSS tPD2M,DI,Ml,K1,L1,VI2) PIJK 094 SV2=S1NF(Vl2) PIJK 095 
CV2= C~SF ( V 12) PIJK 096 
DECT= -.•ETA(Jl•CV2 PIJK 097 
ACOS2=AP(J)•CV2 PIJK 091=3 
STSF=A0(2)•SV2-AD{1)•SV1 PIJK 099 
STSF2-=STSF••2 PIJK 100 S1AS=SQRTF(1.-STSF2) PIJK iOl 
OSAA=SXY•S1AS-ACOS1-ACOS2 PIJK 102 
FFT=CAD(2)•CV1•CV2)/S1AS PIJK 103 
RN=O PIJK 104 
SRN=O. PIJK 105 
IF(NBI)116,130,137 PIJK 106 
137 00 110 Kl= ,NBI PIJK lC7 
K2=NUI{K I) PIJK 108 
SXSI=SYT(KI)•S1AS+CYT{KI>*STSF PIJK 109 
CXSI=CYT(KI)•SlAS-SYT(Kil•STSF PIJK 110 
TERl=DIS(KI)•CXSI PIJK 111 
TER2=SXY*S1AS PIJK 112 
IF(TERJ>110 110 165 PIJK 113 165 IF(TER -TER~) 26,110,110 PIJK 114 
126 HIS=ABSF(OIS(Kil•SXSl+AP{I)•SVll PIJK 115 
IFtHIS-AP(K2))115,110,110 PIJK 116 
115 R1S=2o•SCRTF{AP2(K2)-HIS••2l PIJK 117 
RN=RN+RIS PIJK 118 SRN=SRN+SP(K2)•RIS PIJK 119 
110 CONTINUE PIJK 120 
130 Xl=SPC•(CSAA-RN)+SRN PI JK 121 
X2=Xl+OECT PlJK 122 
X3=Xl+OECF PIJK 123 
X4=X2+0ECF PIJK 124 
PK3=BIC3AP(Xl)-BIC3AP{X2)-BIC3AP(X3)+B1C3AP(X4) PIJK 125 
FI2(Kl)=FI2(K1l+FFT•PK3 PJJK 126 
IF(NP-1)116 134,148 PI JK 127 
134 PKS=BIC{S,X1)-BIC(5,.X2)-BIC(5,X3)+BIC(5,X4) PIJK 128 
FI4(K1}=FI4(K1)+FFT•PK5 PIJK 129 en 148 CONTINUE PIJK 130 -.J 
145 CONTINUE PI JK 131 46 CONTINUE PIJK 132 
CALL GAUSS2(D1~FI2,S) PIJK 133 
Fll<Kl=FI1(K)+ PIJK 134 
IF(NP-1)116 144 136 PIJK 13S 
144 CALL GAuss2to1§~I4,S) PIJK 136 
FI3(K)=FI3(K)+ PIJK 137 
136 CONTINUE PI JK 138 
106 CONTINUE PIJK 139 
107 CONTINUE PIJK 140 CALL GAUSS2{DI,FI1,S) PIJK 141 
PIJ{NGS)=S/ET2 PIJK 142 
141 PPIJ(NGS)=PIJtNGS)/ETA(Jl PIJK 143. 
IF(NP-1)116 147 119 PIJK 144 
147 IF(NTC-1)14},14~,143 PIJK 145 
142 CALL GAUSS2(D1,FI3tSl PIJK 146 
PIJR{NGS)=(S•l.Sl/ T2 PIJK 147 
143 PPIJR(NGS)=PIJR(NGS)/ETA(J) PIJK 148 
PIJZ(NGS)=3o•PIJ(NGS)-2o•PIJR(NGS) PIJK 149 
PPIJZ(NGS)=PIJZ(NGSl/ETA(J) PIJK 150 
119 IF(NC-12)104,116,116 PIJK 151 104 IF(J-NB)120, 00, 00 PIJK 152 
120 J=J+ 1 PIJK 1t;3 










SUBROUTINE PIJKAP(NBI,NGS,NP SPC SXY) PIJKA002 











100 NA=l PIJKA015 
GO TO 102 PIJKA016 
101 IFtA-3.)105,105,106 PIJKA017 
1-05 NA=3 PIJKAOl~ 
GO TO 102 PIJKA019 
106 NA=S PIJKAG20 
102 IF(NB1}107,108,109 PIJKA021 
109 NA=NA+l PIJKA022 
108 IFtNA-5)110i111 1 114 · PIJKA023 110 IF(NGS-l)lCr,13~,135 PIJKA)24 
134 ROD( l)=Ool PIJKA025 
R00(2l=Oo02 PIJKA0?6 
R0D(3)=0.5 PIJKA027 









AKK( 10)=.:'..51979 PIJKAC38 
AKK( 11) =2. 528 31J PI JKAO 39 
AKK( 12}=2.53775 PIJKAG40 
AKK( 13) =2• 54811 PI JKA04 1 
AKK( 141=2.55951 PIJKACHi-2 
AKK( 15) =2o 57206 PI JKA043 
AKK(l6)=2o5B594 PIJKA044 




AKKt 19)=2063791 PIJKA047 
AKK(20)=2.66013 PIJKA048 
AKK(21)=2 68652 PIJKA049 
135 IF(CAPPA-Ooll1~2,133,133 PIJKA050 
133 CALL GABIN(3,21,RDC,CAPPA,RD0,ACA,AKK) PIJKA051 
ACA=ACA*CAPPA . PI JKAC,52 
GO TO 112 PIJKA053 




CALL FEDIC(CAPPA,FC EC,NLAST) PIJKA058 
ACA=PIG*CAPPA•((EC•fTERl+TER2•(8o-7o•CAP2)l)/CAP2-FC*(TERl+TER2•(4PIJKAG59 
1.-3. •CAP2) ) ) PI JKA060 
112 QACA=4e•ACA PIJKA061 
GO TO {113,114,111~114),NA PIJKA062 
114 SUMl=O• PIJKA063 SUM2=0o PIJKA064 














118 UMD2=1.-EMU/2. PIJKA080 
SUM2=SUM2+UMD2*TER2 PIJKA081 
115 CONTINUE · PIJKA082 
IF(NA-61119,111 107 PIJKAC83 
119 TAU1=(AMBK•ASIN~(OCAP)•SUM1)/ACA PIJKA084 
IF(NA-4)113 111 107 PIJKA085 
111 IF{DCAP-lel,37,,37,138 PIJKA086 
138 DCAP=l• . PIJKA087 
137 AS=ASINF(DCAP} PIJKA088 
AS02=AS/2o PIJKA089 
EFFE=AS-SINF(ASD2)/COSF(ASD2) PIJKA090 
GO TO (107,107,120L121L120,12ll,NA PIJKA091 
121 TAU2=(DCAP•AMBK•SUM2l/tFFE PIJKA092 





















GO TO 107 
113 ARGK=lo69706~AMAK+{PIG2•BCA)/QACA+TAU1 
COE=Oi2026423•A•ACA 
00 1 3u N= 1, 3 2 
IFtN-111071 1!1,136 131 CAl=BKlF(AKGK) 
CA11=B1C(N,ARGK) 




IF(N-1)107 1 144,145 144 PlJ(NGS)=PKOB 
IF{NP-1)107,130,107 













GO TO 20 
35 1=1+2 











PI JKA 1(15 
PIJKA1u6 PI JKA 1(;7 
PIJKA108 












































GO TO 60 
55 IFtK-CNK-1))65,70,70 
65 K=K+l 




GO TO 60 
90 M=l 
GO TO 95 
45 IF{K-1)100,95,100 
100 K=K-1 




















































































GO TO 200 
































IF(A8SF(FTESTl-Oe00001)10 10 100 
10 IFtABSFtETESTJ-O.OOOOl)lSb,1~0,100 100 CONTINUE 
150 FC=HALFPI•FSUM(NLAST) 
EC 2 H A-LFP I* ESUM ( NLAST' 
200 RETURN 
ENO 
* LABEL CBIC3AP 








































































IF(X) 116,116 117 
8IC3AP=Oo78S!98l5 
GO TO 103 
IF(X-0.1)100,100,101 
DO 102 I=l 6 SUM=SUM+ARII>•X**(I-1) 
8IC3AP=7.3665545E-1/SUM 
GO TO 103 
IF(X-0.4)104,1C4,105 
DO 106 I= 1 6 . 
SUM=SUM+eRfIJ•X•*f I-1) 
B1C3AP=5o7149776E-1/SUM 
GO TO 103 . 
IF{X-1.)107,107,108 
DO 109 I=l 6 SUM=SUM+CRfI)•X•*{I-1) 
BJC3AP=3o2724738E-l1SUM 
GO TO 103 , 
IF(X-2.5)110,110,111 
DO 112. I= 1 ,4 
XI=X••(l-11 
SUM= SUM+OR ( I}* X I 
SUMl=SUMl+ER(I)•XI 
8IC3AP=SUM/SUM1 
GO TO 103 
IF(X-15.)1141114,115 
DO 113 I=l,lo 
SUM=SUM+FR{l)/X••<I-1) 
BIC3AP=(EXPF(-X)•X**lo5•SUM)/2e 









































CBIC BIC 001 FUNCTION BIC(N,X) BIC 002 
DIMENSION A(5),A1(12) 1 A2{11),A3(10),B1112),B2{11),B3{10),C1(12),C2BIC 003 H12) C3(12),DUMMY(461~),Zt17J,W(5) . BIC 004 
COMM6N P1 DUMMY,A1,A2,A3,B1,B2,B3,Cl,C2,C3 BIC 005 IF{X)30 ~1 30 BI~ 006 
31 IF{N-3)!2,~2,33 BIC 007 
32 GO TO (33i34z35),N BIC 008 
33 8IC=1.570r965 BIC 009 
A{l)=BIC BIC 010 
IF(N-3)23,23,34 BIC 011 
34 BIC=l. BIC 012 
A{2)=8IC 8IC 013 
-J 
<:,:) 
IF(N-3)23 23 35 BIC 014 35 BIC=0.785!9816 fHC 015 
A(3l=8IC BIC (• 16 
IFtN-3)23,23,24 BIC 017 
30 S=SQRTF(P/(2.•Xll*EXPF(-Xl 8IC 018 
IF(N-3)25225,1 BIC 019 25 GO TO (1, ,3>,N BIC 020 1 IFlX-1.l 0,10,11 BIC (12 l 
10 A(ll=O. BIC (122 
DO 12 K=l, 12 BIC 023 
D=K-1 BIC 024 12 A(ll=X••O•(Al(K)+LOGF(Xl•Bl(K))+A(l) BIC ;)25 
BIC=A(l} BIC (J 26 
IF(N-3)23,23,14 BIC 027 
11 A(1)=0• BIC 028 
00 13 K=l,12 BIC 029 
J=K-1 BIC 030 13 Alll=S•{l-lo/Xl••J•Cl(K))+A(l) BIC ()7, 1 fHC=A ( 1 l BIC 032 IF{N-3)23 23,15 BIC 033 2 IF(X-1.)1,,14,15 BIC 034 14 A(2)=0o BIC 035 00 1 6 K= 1 , 11 . B1C 036 
D=K-1 BIC 037 
16 Al2)=X••C•(A2(Kl+LOGF(Xl•B2(Kll+Al2) BIC 038 BIC=A(2) BIC C39 -J IFtN-3)23,23,18 BIC 040 ,I:>. 15 A(2)=0o RIC 041 
00l7K=l,12 BIC 01.i,2 
J=K-1 BIC 01.1-3 
17 A(2l=S•(C-1./Xl••J•C2(K))+A(2) BIC 044 
B IC= A ( 2) BIC 045 
IF(N-3)23 23 19 BIC C46 3 IF{X-1.)1~,1~,19 BIC 047 
18 A(3)=0o BIC 048 
H5=1o5707963/16o BIC 049 
BB=Oo BIC (;50 
00 20 1=1,17 BIC · 051 
Z(I)=EXPFt-X/SINF(BB)l•(SINF(BB))••2 BIC 052 
BB=BB+H5 BIC 053 
20 CONTINUE BIC 054 S5=0 BIC 055 
DO 40 J=S,~7,4 BIC 056 DO 41 K=l, fHC 057 
JS=K+J-5 BIC 058 
41 W(K)=Z(J5) BIC 059 
40 S5=S5+(2./45.l•H5•l7o•W(l)+32o•W(2l+l2o*W(3)+32~•W(4)+7o~W(5)) BIC 060 
A{3)=S5 BIC 061 
B IC= A ( 3) BIC 062 
IF(N-3123,23,24 BIC 063 
19 A(3)=0e 
DO 21 K=l, 12 J=K-1 
21 A(3)=S•((-1o/XJ••J•C3(K))+A(3) 
B IC=A ( 3} 
IF(N-3)23,23,24 






































SUBROUTINE GAUSSl<A,FRAC 1 J,K,L,Xl DIMENSION FILL(45621,U(S1 
COMMON FILL U 
























SUBROUTINE PUUKR(JR,NGS1NP1PPUU,PPUUR1PPUUZ,PUU,PUUR,PUUZ) PUUKR002 
DIMENSION ETA(6ll1FILL( 126J,Fllll(409v),FILL2(747l,NL(49),PIJ(300)PUUKR003 
1 PIJR(300),PIJZt3u0) . PUUKR004 





101 PUUR=PUUR+ENl•PIJR(NGS) PUUKR010 
PUUZ=PUUZ+ENL•PIJZ(NGS} PUUKR011 
PPUUR=PUUR/ETA(l) PUUKR012 
PPtJUZ=PUUZ/ETA ( 1) PUUKRO 13 
100 RETURN PUUKR014 
ENO PUUKR015 
LABEL • CPCUK PCUK 001 
SUBROUTINE PCUK{ESSA,NB,NC,NP,PCU,PCUR,PCUZ,PPCU,PPCUR,PPCUZ,PUU,PPCUK 002 
-J 
C}l 
lUUR1PUUZ,SPC VG VM) PCUK 
OIMtNSION er!c6l)1FILL(4030l,FILL1(122),FILL2(3096),NPS(61),PCI(61PCUK 
ll1PCIR{61),PCIZ(6t),SPt61) PCUK 
COMMON FILL1SP1NPS1FILL1,ETA~FILL2,PCI,PCIR,PCIZ PCUK 
IF(NC-12)10u,1u1,lu1 PCUK 
100 PCU=Ot PCUK 
PCUR=u. PCUK 
PCUZ=O. PCUK 
00 105 1=1 1NB PCUK ENPS=NPS(IJ PCUK 
PCU=PCU+PCl(Il•ENPS PCUK 
IF(NP-1)102,103,105 PCUK 
103 PCUR=PCUR+PCIR(l)•ENPS PCUK 
PCUZ=PCUZ+PCIZ(I)•ENPS PCUK 
105 CONTINUE PCUK 
PPCU=ESSA•PCU PCUK 
IF{NP-1)1021106,102 PCUK 
106 PPCUR=ESSA•PCUR PCUK 
PPCUZ=ESSA•PCUZ PCUK 
GO TO 102 PCUK 
1~1 SVSV=(SP{l)•VG)/(SPC•VM) PCUK 
PCU=SVSV•(lo-PUU} PCUK 
PPCU=PCU/ETA( 1) PCUK 
IF{NP-1) 102 104,102 PCUK 
104 PCUR=SVSV•(1o-PUUR) PCUK 
PCUl=SVSV•( 1.-PUUZ.l PCUK 
PPCUR=PCUR/ETA(l) PCUK 
PPCUZ=PCUZ/ETA(l) PCUK 
102 RETURN PCUK 
END PCUK 
* LABEL CPSSK PSSK 
SUBROUTINE PSSK(C NB NP PSS,PSSR,PSSZ SPC) PSSK 
DIMENSION AP(61),1P2f61l 8A(122l,DRC(b1),DUMMY(~7R),EMU(61) FILL{6PSSK 
11i61)1FILLl(l22l 1 FILL2(6l) 1G(5) 1 GRt5) 1 Gl(5),GR1(5),IDBA(122J,IDEL(PSSK 2lz2) RC2(6 ),RCAz(61) RI(61),SPt6l>,X\61),Yt61) PSSK 
COMM~N PIG,PD2,PD2M,PfG2zX,Y,RI,EMU,FILL,AP,SP,FILL1,AP2,FILL2,C2,PSSK 
lDl1NIP2,CUMMY,G,GR,Gl,GR1,BA,DRC,IDBA,IDEL,RC2,RCA2 PSSK 




00 112 I=l,NB PSSK 
RC2( r>=RI( ll••2+C2 PSSK 
RCA2(I)=RC2(I)-AP21I) PSSK 
112 DRC( I)=OC•RI( I) PSSK 
ENIP2=NIP2 PSSK 













































O 1 6 
017 











GR 1( K} =Oo 
DO 100 M=l,2 
DO 109 L=l NIP2 CALL GAUSS,(O.,Dl,M,K,L,VI1) 
DO 113 I=l ,NB 












IDBA{INBl=l IDEL ( I )=0 
IOEL(INB)=I 
DO 114 I=1,NB2M1 
IPl=I+l 





I OBA ( J) = ID BA ( I ) 
IOBA(l)=IEASE 
I E AS E -=--1 D E L ( J ) 
IOEL{J)=IDEL(I} 











00 110 Kl=l,5 
G(KlJ=O 
GR(Kl)=O. 
DO 103 Ml=l,2 













PSSK 032 PSSK 1:,·p, 
PSSK 034 
PSSK 035 




































Vt2=-VI2 PSSK 070 CV2=C0SF(VI2) PSSK 071 IFCNI-NICM2)105,120,121 PSSK 072 
121 YN=DC•SPC•CV2 PSSK C73 
GO TO 122 PSSK C74 
120 VI=VI1+VI2 PSSK 075 SV I= S IN F ( V I ) PSSK 076 CVI=COSF(Vt) PSSK 077 S V 2= S IN F ( V I 2 l PSSK 078 
RN=O• PSSK 079 SR=O. PSSK 0<30 
DO 101 lBA=IB IA PSSK 081 
IF(IDEl(IBA))1os,101,123 PSSK 082 
123 I=IDELIIBA) PSSK 083 H=ABSF X(Il•SVI-Y(Il•CVI-C•SV2) PSSK OB4 IF(H-AP( I) )102 101,101 PSSK 085 102 R0=2.•SQRTF(AP~(Il-H••2) PSSK 086 RN=RN+RO PSSK 087 SR=SR+SP(I)•RO PSSK 088 
101 CONTINUE PSSK 089 
RC=OC•CV2-RN PSSK 090 
YN=SR+SPC•RC PSSK 091 
·122 G(Kl )=G(Kl )+UP2•CV2•8IC3AP(YN) PSSK 092 
IF{NP-1)105 104,111 PSSK ('93 
104 GR(K1)=GR(Kl)+CP3•CV2•BIC(5,YN) PSSK 094 
111 CONTINUE PSSK 095 
-J 103 CONTINUE PSSK 096 00 
110 CONTINUE PSSK 097 CALL GAUSS2(DI,G,S) PSSK 09B 
Gl(K)=Gl\K)+~ PSSK 099 IF(NP-1) 05, 06,119 PSSK 100 
106 CALL GAUSS2(Dl!GR,S) PSSK 101 GR 1( K) =GR 1 ( K) + PSSK 102 GO TO 119 PSSK 103 
118 NI=l PSSK 104 
IB=O PSSK 105 
IA=l PSSK 106 BAA= BA( 1) PSSK 107 
128 DI=1BAA-BAB)/ENIP2 PSSK lOR 
GO TO 124 PSSK 109 119 NI=NI+ PSSK 110 
BAB=BAA PSSK 111 
IF(A8SF(8AA-PC2)-1 E-6)109J109,125 PSSK 112 125 IF(ABSF(BAA-BA(NB21)-1.E-6 126,126,127 PSSK 113 
126 8AA=P02 PSSK 114 GO TO 128 PSSK 115 127 NI02=Nl/2 PSSK 116 
NI0M2=NIC2*2 PSSK 117 
IB=IA PSSK 118 


























00 132 1=181 NB2 





GO TO 140 
NAL=NAL+ 1 








































SUBROUTINE PISK(C,NB NII,NP,SPC) PISK 
DIMENSION AP(61},AP2f61),0UMMY(2),ETA(61),FILL(3843),FILL1(61),FILPISK 
1l2(2544l,Fl1(51 1 FI2(5) 1 FI3(5),FI4C5),NPS(61),PISt61),PISR(61),PISZPISK 2(61)1SP{ol),X(61),Y(6l1 PISK 
COMMUN DUMMY,PD2M,OUMMYl,X,YfFILL 1 AP,SP,NPS,FILL1,AP2,ETA,C2,DI,NIPISK 1P2,FILL2,PIS,PISR,PISZ,FI1,F 2,FI5,Fl4 PISK 
DO 1 00 I= 1. NB PI SK 
IF{NPS(Il)109,100,116 PISK 
DO 107 K=l,5 PISK 
FI3(Kl=Oo PISK 
FI4(Kl=O. PISK 
DO 1g1 M~l,2 PISK 


























































DO 111 M 1= 1, 2 PI SK DO 14 L1=1,NIP2 PISK 
CALL GAUSS1CO.,DI,M1,K1,L1,Vl2) PISK 




DO 102 K2=1,NB PISK 
IF{K2-I)103,102,103 PISK 
103 X1S=XtK2)~X(I) PISK 
YIS=YtK2)-Y(Il PISK 
TER1=XIS*CVI+Y1S•SV1 PISK 
IFITER1) 102 102,105 PI SK 
105 HIS=ABSFl-xls•SVl+YIS•CVI+ASVl) PISK 
IF(H1S-AP(K2))106,102,102 PISK 
106 RIS=2.•SQRTF(AP2(K2)-H1S••2) PISK 
RUS=RUS+RIS PlSK 
SRUS=SRUS+SP(K2l•R1S PISK 






IF ( N P-1 ) 10 9 110, 114 PI SK 
110 FI2(Kll=FI2fKll+BIC(5,Z1)-BICt5,Z2) PISK 
114 CONTINUE PISK 
111 CONTINUE PISK 
113 CONTINUE PISK 
CALL GAUSS2(DI,FI11Sl PISK 
FI3(K)=FI3(K)+S•CVt PISK 
IF(NP-1)109 104,108 PISK 
104 CALL GAUSS2lo1,FI21Sl PISK 
FI4(Kl=Fl4(K)+S•CVt PISK 
108 CONTINUE PISK 
101 CONTINUE PISK 
107 CONTINUE PISK 
CALL GAUSS2(D11FI3IS) PISK 
ET2=19.739209•tTA( ) PISK 
PI$( I )::S/ET2 PISK 
IF(NP-1)109 112 100 PISK 
112 CALL ~Auss2to1,J14~s) PISK 
PISR(I)::1.5•lS/ET2J PISK 
P1SZ(I)=3e*PIS(Il-2o•PISR(I) PISK 
100 CONTINUE PISK 



















































CPUSK PUSK 001 
SUBROUTINE PUSK{FM NB NP PUS,·PUSR PUSZ) PUSK 002 
DIMENSION FI{61l,FlLLf40~1),FILL1(2669),NPS(61),PIS(61),PISR(61),PPUSK 003 
1ISZ(61) PUSK 004 
COMMON FILL,NPS,FI,FILLl,PIS,PISR,PISZ PUSK 005 SFP=O · PUSK 006 
SFPR=~• PUSK 007 
SFPZ=O. PUSK 008 
DO 100 I=l NB PUSK 009 
ENPS=NPS(IJ PUSK 010 
SFP=SFP+FI(I)•PIS(I)•ENPS PUSK 011 
IF(NP-1)101 102,100 PUSK 012 
102 SFPR=SFPR+Ff( Il•PISR(I)•ENPS PUSK 013 
SFPZ=SFPZ+FI(I)•PISZ(I)•ENPS PUSK 014 
100 CONTINUE PUSK 015 
PUS=FM•SFP PUSK 016 
IFtNP~1)101,103,101 PUSK 017 
103 PUSR=FM•SFPR PUSK 018 
PUSZ=FM•SFPZ PUSK 019 
101 RETURN PUSK 020 
ENO PUSK C21 
* LABEL CPUUKG PUUKGOOl 
SUBROUTINE PUUKG(ESSA,FM,NB,NP,PPUU,PPUUR,PPUUZ,PUU,PUUR,PUUZ} PUUKG002 
DIMENSION F1(61l,FILL(248)fFILL1t183) 1 FILL2(503}JFILL3{183),MSI(61PUUKG003 1 61) PI1(61),PIIR(61l,PIIZ 61),PIJ(30u),PIJR(300 PIJZ(300) PUUKG004 
COMM~N FILL,MS1,FILL1,FI,FILL2,PII,PIIR,PIIZ,FILL!,PIJ,PIJP,PIJZ PUUKGOOS 
SFPI=Oe PUUKGC06 
SFPI R=Oo · PUUKG007 
SFPIZ=Oo PUUKG008 




DO 101 J=l,NB PUUKG013 
IF{J-1)102,101,102 PUUKG014 
102 NGS=MSl(J ·t) PUUKG015 
SFP=SFP+Ff(J)•PIJ{NGS) PUUKG016 
IF(NP-1)103,104,101 PUUKG017 
104 SFPR=SFPR+FI(Jl•PIJR(NGS) PUUKG018 
SFPZ=SFPZ+FllJ)•PIJZ{NGS) PUUKG019 
101 CONTINUE PUUKG020 SFPI=SFPl+FI( I)•Pll(l)+SFP PUUKG021 
IF(NP-1)103,105 100 PUUKG022 
105 SFPIR=SFPlR+FI(l)•PIIRtil+SFPR PUUKG023 
SFPIZ=SFPIZ+FI(l)•PIIZ(I)+SFPZ PUUKG024 























































COMMON FILL,MSI,FILLl,NPS,FILL21PI1,PIIR,PIIZ,FILL3,PIJ,PIJR,PIJZ,PICK 1FILL4,PIS1PISR,PISZ,PIC,PICR,PlcZ,PPIC,PPICR,PPICZ PICK 
SAC=SPC•Ac PICK 
DO 100 I=l NB PICK 
IF(NPS(I))l03,100,106 PICK 
106 SPIJ=O~ PICK 
SPIJR=u. PICK 
SPIJZ=Oo PICK 
DO 101 J=l,NB PICK 
IFtJ-1)102,101,102 PICK 
102 NGS=MSltI,Jl PICK 
SPIJ=SPIJ+PIJ(NGS) PICK 
IF(NP-1)103,104 101 PICK 
104 SPIJR=SPIJR+PIJR{NGS) PICK 
SPIJZ=SPIJZ+PIJZ(NGS) PICK 
101 CONTINUE PICK 
PIC( I)=lo-SPIJ-PIS(I)-Pil{I) PICK 
PPIC(I)=PIC(l)/SAC PICK 
IF(NP-1)103 105,100 PICK 




100 CONTINUE PICK 
103 RETURN PICK 
END PICK 
* LABEL CPCIK PCIK 
SUBROUTINE PCIK{NB NP,SAP SCS} PCIK 
DIMENSION ETA{61l ~ILL(40~1) FILL1(122),FILL2(2730),FILL3{183} NPSPCIK 
lt6ll1PCl(61) 1 PCIR{61l,PCIZt6ll,PIC(61),PICRC61},PICZ{61),PPCI(ll),PCIK 2PPCIRl61),PPclZ{61),SAP(61) · PCIK 
COMMON FILL,NPS,FILL1,ETA,FILL2,PIC,PICR,PICZ,FILL3,PCI,PCIR,PCIZ,PCIK 
lPPCI1PPCIR,PPCIZ PCIK 
DO luO 1:1 NB PCIK 
IF(NPS(l))\011100,103 PCIK 

















PCI( I )=COE*PIC (I) 
PPCI(I)=PCI(I)/ETA(I) 
IF ( N P-1 l 10 1 , 10 2, 100 
PCIR(Il=COE*PICRCI) 

















CPCSK PCSK SUBROUTINE PCSKCC1CSS NR,NP PCS,PCSR PCSZ,PSS PSSR,PSSZ SAP) PCSK 
DIMENSION FILL(40Y1),JILL1(}7301,NPSf6l),PIS(ll1,PISR(6,),PISZ(6l)PCSK 1 SAP(61) PCSK 
COMMON FILL,NPS,FILLl,PIS,PISR,PISZ PCSK 
SSVP=Ot PCSK SSVPR=Uo PCSK SSVPZ=Oo PCSK 
DO 100 I=l,NB PCSK COE=(2o*SAP(Il)/C PCSK 
ENPS=NPS(I) _ PCSK 
SSVP=SSVP+COE*PIS(Il•ENPS PCSK 
IF(NP-1)101,102,100 PCSK 
102 SSVPR=SSVPR+COE*PISR(I)•ENPS/1.125 PCSK 
SSVPZ=SSVPZ+COE•PISZ(I)*ENPS/Oo75 PCSK 




103 PCSR=COE•( 1o-PSSR-SSVPR)*lo125 PCSK 
PCSZ=COE•( 1o-PSSZ-SSVPZ)*Oo75 PCSK 
101 RETURN PCSK 
ENO PCSK 
• LABEL (PCCK PCCK 
SUBROUTINE PCCK{ACrNP,PCC,PCCR,PCCZ,PCS,PCSR,PCSZ,PCU,PCUR,PCUZ,PPPCCK lCC1PPCCR1PPCCZ,SPCJ PCCK 
PC~=1.-P~S-PCU PCCK 
IF(PCC)102,l03,103 PCCK 
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* LABEL CWRITE SUBROUTINE WRITE(NP,UNO,DUE,TRE,QUAT,CIN,SEI) 
IF(NP-1)100 101,102 
101 WRITE OUTPUf TAPE 6,l 1UN01DUE 1TRE,QUAT,CIN,SEI l FORMAT (1H+,27X,2{5X, 1P3Et3o4J) 
GO TO 100 
102 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 2,TRE SEI 


































I S P RA 
2 
0 . 4 8 0 0 




8. 4 8 53 
0 . 60 0 0 












p T EM BE R 1 9 
1 1 
lo . 0 2 0 0 + 0 
1 . 0 0 0 0 + 0 
2 8 
IG UR AT 10 N . 
4 
0 . 60 0 0 + 0 





;5 QU A RE LA T T ICE 
, 1 2 2 1 
C Q 
. 5 0 0 0 + 0 0 . 0 2 0 0 + 0 
I 1 . 2 0 0 0 + 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 + 0 
6 6 - T EST FOR 
1 1 1 
1 . 2 0 0 0 + 0 2 . 0 0 
0. 1 0 0 0 + 0 1 . 0 0 
1 1 1 9 2 0 
I D EN T I CAL FU 
- . 6 0 00 + 0 6 0 






1 . 2 0 00 + 0 1 . 0 0 
0 . 1 0 0 0 +O 
x. EXAMPLE OF INPUT 
~2 !33 ~ 3! 3E 37 -:.-., , 5 4E47 148 45/5( 5152 53~ 5551: 5i 5E 5~6( 61 62 63 ~65 66 67 
PR OC 0 PE - CL us TE R 7 FU EL PE N C I L S 
00 + 0 
0 0 + 0 
2 1 
E L IF E NC ILS 
0 0 +O 
0 0 +O 
0 0 - 5 
~ 69 170 171 7: 73 ~75 76177 7879 BC 
TI T L E 
OP TI ONS 
GE OM . D. 
NU CL . D. 
NE w DA TA 
TI T LE 
0 p T I ONS 
GE OM . D. 
X ( I ) 
y ( I ) 
MS I ( 1 • J ) 
MS I ( 2 • J ) 
MS I ( 3 • J ) 
MS I ( 4 • J ) 
BL ANK c. 
TI T LE 
OP TI ONS 
GE OM . D. 
NU CL . D. 
co 
CJl 
XI. ;;:z:anro1_e of ou.t.;_nut 
• CCR EURATOM * 
• REACTOR PHYSICS OEPARTEMENT * 
* REACTOR THEORY AND ANALYSIS tt 
*******************************•*********** 
* It 
* * PROCOPE * • 
* COLLISION PROBABILITIES IN PlN CLUSTERS* 















ISPRA SEPTEMBER 1966 - TEST FOR PROCOPE - CLUSTER 7 FUEL PENCILS 
1) GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
GEOMETRICAL CONFIGURATION NUMBER= 2 
NUMBER OF GAUSS INTEGRc POINTS = 1 HOMOGENIZATION OF THE CLADDING = 1 TYPES OF COLLISo PROB. CALCULo = l CALCULATION METHOD FOR PIJ = 1 SOURCE DISTRIBUTION = 1 







2) GEOMETRICAL DATA 
RADIUS FUEL PENCIL CLADDING THICKNESS 
DISTANCE BETWEEN CENTERS RADIUS OF THE CLUSTER 
3) NUCLEAR DAT A 
TOTAL FUEL CROSS SECTION 
= TOTAL CLADDING CROSS SECTION 
= TOTAL COOLANT CROSS SECTION 







0 .. 020000 
Jo200008 
.. 00000 





4) DETAILED PROBABILITIES 
SOURCE TARGET SYMMETRY NORMAL REDUCED 
PIN(I) PIN(J) GROUP =============================:======== ====================-===============-= 
RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL 
-:====-======================:===============:=======:=======:=====================·-=======================-
PIN-TO-PIN COLLISION PROBABILITIES (PIJl 
1 1 0 4o0399E-01 S.3815E-01 4.,487lE-01 6,, 8223E-Ol 9c0880E-01 7.5775E-0 
1 2 1 So 1'.B9E-02 4.5520E-02 4e9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6871E-02 8,, 3084E-0~ 
1 3 2 1o6843E-02 1o2205E-02 1-.5297E-02 2.8444E-02 2o0610E-02 2c5833E-0i 
l 4 3 6o8433E-03 3o7279E-03 5.,8048E-03 lol557E-02 60 295 3E-03 9.,8028E-03 5 2 1.6843E-02 1.2205E-02 1,..5297E-02 2,,8444E-02 2oJ610E-02 2,5833E-02 
1 6 1 5o1'.)39E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7.6871E-02 8.~ 3084E-0/ 
l 7 4 5ol039E-02 4o5520E-02 4,,9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6870E-02 8 3084 E-02: 
2 1 1 5o1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4"9l99E-02 Bc6191E-02 7,.6871E-02 8e3084E-O:: 
2 2 0 4.0399E-01 5o3815E-01 4o4871E-01 6e8223E-01 9o0880E-01 7c5775E-O• 
2 3 1 So1039E-02 4.5520E-02 4o9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6871E-02 8" 3084E-02 
2 4 2 1o6843E-02 lo2205E-02 1,, 5297E-02 2,8444E-02 2.0610E-02 2 5833E-02 
2 5 3 60 8433E-03 3o7279E-03 So8048E-03 1el557E-02 6.2953E-03 9,, 8028E-0.:i 
2 6 2 1.6843E-02 1o2205E-02 lo5297E-02 2"8444E-02 2o06lOE-02 2"'5833E-02 
2 7 4 5. l039E-=02 4.5520E-02 4o9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6870E-02 8" 3084E-02 
3 1 2 1o6843E-02 1.2205E-02 lo5297E-02 2o8444E-02 2o0610E-02 2c5833E-02 
3 2 1 5.,1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4,.9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6871E-02 8,,3084E-02 
3 3 0 4o0399E-01 5o3815E-01 4o4871E-01 6,,, 8223E-Ol 9o0880E-01 7o5"775E-0, 
3 4 1 5ol039E-02 4.5520E-02 4o9199E-02 8..,6191E-02 7.6871E-02 Sc 3084E-02: 
3 5 2 1o6843E-02 1.2~05E-02 lc5297E-02 2.:8444E-02 2., 061 OE-02 2c. 5833E-02 0:, 3 6 3 6o8433E-03 3.7 79E-03 Sc8048E-03 1.1557E-02 6o2953E-03 9c8028E-03 0:, 
3 7 4 So 1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9l99E-02 8o6191E-02 7068701:::-02 80 3084E-02 
4 1 3 6o8433E-03 3.7279E-03 S,,8048E-03 lo1557E-02 6o2953E-03 9o8028E-03 
4 2 l lo6843E-02 1e2205E-02 1o5297E-02 2o8444E-02 2o0610E-02 2o5833E-02 4 3 S.1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 B.6191E-02 7o6871E-02 8., 3084E-02 
4 4 0 4. 0399E-01 S.3815E-01 4o4871E-01 60 8223E-01 9o0880E-01 7,, 5775f-O, 
4 5 1 5o1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4c 9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7e6871E-02 8, 3084E-02. 
4 6 2 lo6843E-02 1o2205E-02 1o5297E-02 2o8444E-02 2o0610E-02 2c5833E-02 
4 7 4 Sol039E-02 4.5520E-02 4,,9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6870E-02 80 3084E-0,: 
5 1 2 1o6843E-02 1o2205E-02 1o5297E-02 2o8444E-02 2e0610E-02 2o 5833 E-0:~ 5 2 3 6o8433E-03 3o7279E-03 5., 8048E-03 1 <> 1 5 5 7 E-0 2 6o2953E-03 98028E-03 
5 3 2 1o6843E-02 1o2205E-02 lo5297E-02 2-.8444E-02 2e0610E-02 2o5833E-02 
5 4 1 5ol039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 8.6191E-02 7o6871E-02 80 3084E-02. 
5 5 0 4o0399E-01 5o3815E-01 4o4871E-01 6o8223E-01 9o0880E-01 7,- 5775E-O i 
5 6 1 So 1039E-·02 4o5520E-02 4c9l99E-02 806191 E-02 7o6871E-02 8,.. 3084E-02 
5 7 4 So 1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4 .. 9199E-02 8.6191E-02 7o6870E-02 8o3084E-02 
6 1 1 So1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4.,9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6871E-02 80 3084E-02 
6 2 2 1.6843E-02 1.22ose-02 lo5297E-02 2o8444E-02 2.v610E-02 2"5833E-02 
6 3 3 6o8433E-03 3o7279E-03 5o8048E-03 lo 1557E-02 6o2953E-03 9,, 8028E-03 
6 4 2 lo6843E-02 1o2205E-02 1. 5297E-02 2o8444E-02 2o0610E-02 2o5833E-02 
6 5 1 So 1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7.6871£-02 Bo 3084E-02 
6 6 0 4o0399E-01 5o3815E-01 4.,4871E-01 6o8223E-Ol 9o0880E-01 7, 5775E-Oi 
6 7 4 5ol039E-02 4o5520E-02 14-o 9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6870E-02 Be· 3084E-02 7 1 4 So 039E-02 4o5520E-02 4.9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7.6870E-02 80 3084E-02 
7 2 4 S.1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6870E-02 Bo 3084E-02. 
7 3 4 5o1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 8o6191e-02 7o6870E-02 8,3084E-02 7 4 4 So1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9l99E-02 80619 E-02 7o6870E-02 8 .. 3084E-02 
7 5 4 5o1039E-02 4.5520E-02 4o9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6870E-02 8,,3084E-02 
7 6 4 So1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4a9199E-02 8o6191E-02 7o6870E-02 8o3084E-02 7 7 0 4.0399E-01 5o3815E-01 4o4871E-01 6o8223E-01 9o0880E-01 7o 577SE-01 
FUEL-COOLANT COLLISION PR0BA8ILITIES (PIC) 
1 4o33SOE-02 4o6530E-02 4o4410E-02 
7 4.,8763E-02 Sol065F.-02 4o9530E-02 
COOLANT-FUEL COLLISICN PROAABILITIES (PCI) 
1 S.,7045E-02 6., 1229E-02 Sc8440E-02 
7 6o4167E-02 6o7l97E-02 6o5177E-02 
ESCAPE PROBABILITY FROM CLUSTER FOR NEUTRON BORN IN FUEL (PIS) 
1 3o5901E-01 2o5062E-01 3;)2288E-01 
7 2o4102E-01 1.3766E-01 2o0657E-01 
lo0597E 00 lo1374E 00 
lo 1920E 00 lo2483E 00 
9.,,6334E-02 lo0340E-01 




L, 1007E-0 ·, 
00 
c:o 
5) BALANCE SHEET 
FATE OF NEUTRONS BORN IN CLUSTER 
SOURCE MECIUM FUEL COOLANT 
==========================================================================~========:===================== RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL 
=====================--------- ----
NORMAL PROBABILITIES 
COLLISION IN FUEL 6o1372E-Ol 
COLLISION IN COOLANT 4o4123E-02 
ESCAPE FROM CLUSTER 3o4216E-Ol 
REDUCED PROBABILITIES 
COLLISION IN FUEL lo0364E 00 




1,, 2131 E 00 
T,1532E 00 



























ALL INPUT DATA AS IN PREVIOUS PROBLEM EXCEPT THOSE MAR~~D WITH• 
==========:===================================================== 
• ANY CONFIGURATION. IDENTIACAL FUEL PENCILS 
1) GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
GEOMETRICAL CONFIGURATION NUMBER= 10 NUMBER OF GAUSS INTEGRo POINTS = 1 HOMOGENIZATION OF THE CLADDING = 1 TYPES OF COLLISo PROBo CALCULo = 1 CALCULATION METHOD FOR PIJ = 1 SOURCE DISTRIBUTION = 1 NOMBER OF FUEL PENCILS = 4 
* 
* 
NUMERICAL CONFIGURATION OF THE FUEL PENCILS 
ANY NUMERICAL CONFIGURATION IS POSSIBLE 
co 
....... 
2) GEOMETRICAL DATA 
RADIUS FUEL PENCIL CLADDING THICKNESS 
DISTANCE BETWEEN CENTERS 
RADIUS OF T~E CLUSTER 
CO-ORDINATES FUEL PENCILS CENTERS 
I X * y * 
1 Q.,600Ci 006000 
2 0.6000 -0.,6000 
3 -006000 -006000 
4 -006000 0,:,6000 
MATRIX OF GROUP OF SIMMETRY * 










= Oo 020000 




3) NUCLEAR DATA 
TOTAL FUEL CROSS SECTION 
TOTAL CLADDING CROSS SECTION 
TOTAL COOLANT CROSS SECTION SOURCE UNIFORM 
= 1.2oooe oo 
= le OOOOE 00 
= 1., OOOOE-01 
= _ 1., OOOOE 00 
c.c 
CA:) 
4) DETAILED PROBABILITIES 
SOURCE TARGET SYMMETRY NORMAL 
PJN(I) PINCJ) GROUP ===================================-=~ 
REDUCED 
============= ·======================== 
RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL 
====3-========-===============:========:================================~==========================?======== 
PIN-TO-PIN COLLISION PROBABILITIES (PIJ) 
1 l ~ 4o~399E-01 5.38!5E-01 4o4871E-01 1 2 S. 039E-02 4.55 OE-02 4o9199E-02 
1 3 2 3o2180E-02 2o7403E-02 3o0588E-02 
1 4 1 So1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 
2 1 1 5o1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 
2 2 0 4o0399E-01 5o3815E-01 4o4871E-01 
2 3 1 So1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 
2 4 2 3o2180E-02 2o7403E-02 3., 0588E-02 
3 1 2 3o2180E-02 2o7403E-02 3o0588E-02 
3 2 1 5o1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 
3 3 0 4o0399E-01 So3815E-01 4o4871E-01 
3 4 l 5ol039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9l99E-02 
4 1 l So 039E-02 4o5520E-02 4~9199E-02 
4 2 2 3o2180E-02 2.7403E-02 3o0588E-02 
4 3 1 So1039E-02 4o5520E-02 4o9199E-02 
4 4 0 4o0399E-01 So3815E-01 4o4811E-01 
FUEL-COOLANT COLLISION PROBABILITIES CPIC) 
1 6o6124E-02 7.1098E-02 6o7782E-02 
2 6.6124E-02 7.1098E-02 6o7782E-02 
3 6o6124E-02 7o1098E-02 6o7782E-02 
4 6o6124E-02 7.1097E-02 6o7782E-02 










6o5260E-02 7o0169E-02 6o6896E-02 
6o5260E-02 7o0169E-02 6o6896E-02 
6o5260E-02 7.0169E-02 6o6896E-02 
6e5260E-02 7e0168E-02 6o6896E-02 
FROM CLUSTER FOR NEUTRON BORN IN FUEL CPIS) 
3o9563E-01 2.7231E-01 3o5452E-01 
3o9563E-01 2.7231E-01 3o5452E-01 
3o9563E-01 2.7231E-01 3o5452E-01 













































































5) BALANCE SHEET 
FATE OF NEUTRONS BORN IN CLUSTER 
SOURCE MEDIUM FUEL COOLANT 
================:=====-==============·=======================:===================-======================== RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL 
===========%=====:=-================== 
NORMAL PROBABILITIES 
COLLISION IN FUEL 5o3825E-01 6"' 5660E-01 COLLISION IN COOLANT 6o6124E-02 7o1098E-02 
ESCAPE FROM CLUSTER 3o9563E-01 2o7231E-01 
REDUCED PROBABILlTIES 
COLLISION IN FUEL COLLISION IN COOLANT 9o0895E-Ol 8o8165E-0 lo1088E 00 9,,4797E-01 
TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY.THROUGH CLUSTER {PSS) 
4o0254E-01 3o3230E-01 




RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL 
=====================================: 
2o 6104E-01 2 8067E-01 
6o0337E-02 1·2508E-01 6o7863E-01 5 9425E-01 









1) GENERAL DESCRIPTIO~ 
GEOMETRICAL CONFIGURATION NUMBER= 12 
NUMBER OF GAUSS INTEGR~ POINTS = 2 
HOMOGENIZATION OF THE CLADDING = 1 
TYPES OF COLLISo PR0Bo CALCULo = 2 
CALCULATION METHOD FOR PIJ = 2 
NUMERICAL CONFIGURATION OF THE FUEL PENCILS 
18 
17 48 49 
16 45 46 47 
15 40 41 42 43 44 
14 34 35 36 37 38 39 c.o 
13 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 en 
12 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l O 11 
2) GEOMETRICAL DATA 
RADIUS FUEL PENCIL 
CLADDING THICKNESS 
DISTANCE BETWEEN CENTERS ACCURACY DESIRED FOR PUU 
3) NUCLEAR DATA 
TOTAL FUfL CROSS SECTION 
TOTAL CLADDING CROSS SECTION 







= · 1., OOE-05 
lo2000E 00 





PIN(I) PIN(J) SYMMETRY GROUP NORMAL ======================-=============== RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL 
REDUCED 
=====================================-RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL 
==========================================================:=:=============:================================= 
PIN-TO-PIN COLLISION PROBABILITIES (PIJ) 
1 1 0 - - 4.,5943E-01 - - 7, 4565E-01 1 2 1 
- -
4,, 9746E-02 - - 8 ·· 0737 t:-OL 1 12 2 - - 2o7981E-02 - - 4" 54 12E-0;, 1 3 3 
- - 5-· 3000E-03 - - 8.6018E-03 1 19 4 - - 6.,3571E-03 - - 1., 0317E-02 1 13 5 - - 2,6778E-03 - - 43460E-03 1 4 6 - - 8o9866E-04 - - 1., 4585E-05 1 20 1 - - 1,6473E-03 - - 2 6736E-03 
1 27 8 - - 9,, 04 72E-04 - - 1o4683E-03 1 5 () -
-
lo7998E-04 - - 2 .. 9211E-04 1 21 10 
- -
4o5735E-04 - - 7 4227E-04 1 14 11 
- -
3o9164E-04 - - 6,3562E-04 1 28 12 - - 2,,7470E-04 - - 4,,4583E-01.t 1 6 13 
- -
3,, 9458E-05 




2o 4551 E-04 1 22 15 - - lo338!JE-04 - - 2ol722E-04 1 29 16 - - 9o4079E-05 - - L, 5269E-04 1 15 17 - - 6.,7580E-05 - - lo0968E-04 1 35 18 
- -
5.,, 4956E-05 
- - 8c919iE-05 1 1 19 - - 9,1597E-06 - - 1 4866E-05 1 23 20 - - 4o0782E-05 - - 6 6188E-05 1 30 21 - - 2o9955E-05 - - 4" 8616E-05 1 40 22 
- -
2o7919E-05 - - 4o5311E-05 l 36 23 - - 1-, 7797E-05 - - 2.8885E-05 1 8 24 - - 2,2126E-06 - - 3·5909E-06 
c.o 
a) 
5) BALANCE SHEET 
FATE OF NEUTRONS BORN IN CLUSTER 
SOURCE MEDIUM FUEL COOLANT 
===:=================================2==========================================================~=====:== RADIAL AXIAL TOTAL RADIAL 
====================================== 
NORMAL PROBABILITIES 
CO(LISION IN FUEL 
REDUCED PROBABILITIES 
COLLISION IN FUEL 
472 LINES OUTPUT THIS JOB. 
JOB START AT 09022(12/11/66)0 COMP.ILOAO TIME oo.ooa 
EXECUTION TIME 00.070 
TOTAL JOB TIME 00.078 
8 .. 9014E-Ol 









1) L. Amyot and P. Benoist, "First flight collision 
probabilities in pin cluster and rod lattices", 
EUR 2751.e (1966). 
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